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LETTERS



Letters may have been
shortened because of
space. Some names
may have been changed

Abysmal record

On November 12 The Guardian
had a piece on the return of Evo

Morales to Bolivia. It followed
their irritatingly normal process
of inserting a few weasel words
as ‘background’. For instance,
“Bolivia’s
first
indigenous
president resigned and abandoned
the country … escaping on a
Mexican airforce jet … decided
to flee … after claims of electoral
fraud … later questioned [good
lord!] … sparked street protests
and deadly unrest.” A couple of
days earlier they had greeted his
return with a big picture and a
caption that included the words,
“He left Bolivia 12 months ago
amid claims of votes being
rigged.”
They missed out the bit about
the Organization of American
States (OAS) - led by the USA,
of course - querying the results
of the election that Morales had
won fair and square. There was a
sharp uptick in votes for Morales
towards the end of the count.
This was perfectly normal and
expected: a lot of his support
was in rural parts of Bolivia
and took a while to collect and
count. The same pattern emerged

in the election just past in
which his party, the Movement
for Socialism (MAS), won the
presidency again.
In the interim Bolivia had a
bible-wielding rightwing nutter,
Jeanine Áñez - just what the US
likes in its ‘backyard’ - who,
The Guardian said in June,
“was catapulted to power last
November with one job: to hold
elections as soon as possible”.
The article pointed out that she
wasn’t keen on that “one job”,
but concluded: “Analysts suggest
that weak institutions and
widespread corruption are partly
a MAS legacy - and that Áñez’s
persecution of critics mirrors
Morales tactics.”
Weaselling again - but never
let it be said that The Guardian
ever asserted something that
might conceivably be untrue. A
rightwing coup, with the support
of the military and the police,
along with the US government,
got rid of a politician who had led
moves to cut poverty and increase
education, but also threatened
the grip of US corporations on
natural resources - which in
Bolivia are many and varied.
I believe the role of The
Guardian in this sort of story
is important. It does feed the
left flank of the mainstream
bourgeois press in Britain and they have ambitions for
the English-speaking (at least)

Online Communist Forum

Sunday November22
The mental world of the pre-1914 SPD

Because our speaker, Andrew Bonnell,
is based in Australia,
this meeting starts at 8pm GMT
Sunday November 29 5pm
A week in politics
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday December 6 5pm
Ireland’s conservative revolution
Speaker: Marc Mulholland
Sunday December 13 5pm
A week in politics
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday December 20 5pm
The revolutionary Jesus
Speaker: Jack Conrad
January 8 - 10: Winter Communist University
Sunday January 17 5pm
A week in politics
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday January 24 5pm
The anthropology of David Graeber
Speaker: Chris Knight
If you wish to take part in these Zoom meetings,
email Stan Keable at: secretary@labourpartymarxists.org.uk
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk

world. A lot of socialists of
assorted hues and interests read
that paper, I do, for instance - in
part to see what the bastards are
up to (as above). For real analysis
and understanding we obviously
need the Weekly Worker, but for a
daily account of what’s going on
in the world The Guardian does
give us something.
They have done a pretty good
job on the criminal actions
of the government through
the “hostile environment” especially the treatment of the
‘Windrush generation’, which
the government continues to treat
with abysmal cruelty. The same
applies to the many forced off
benefits, or adequate benefits,
by
target-meeting
corporate
employees.
But this newspaper was a
leader in the false charges of
anti-Semitism in the Labour
Party and, to their eternal shame,
pretty well all of their regular
correspondents joined in, some
with relish and others with just
a few words - to show they were
onside, I guess. About the only
one to hold out against the witchhunt was their cartoonist, Steve
Bell.
The Guardian also has an
abysmal record on a great deal of
foreign reportage: ‘Russiagate’,
the attempted coup in Venezuela,
the ignoring of the trial of Julian
Assange - to whom they owe so
much. The Guardian is a loyal
supporter of the foreign policies
of the establishment - in the US
as well as the UK.
It’s always declared itself to
be a proudly ‘liberal’ paper, but it
hasn’t always been this bad. It’s
a ‘foundation’, not a corporation.
It’s not owned by the Murdoch,
Lebedev or Northcliffe family
- or even part of a porn empire.
But it depends on advertising for
its revenue, along with donations
from its loyal readers (not me, I
hasten to add!). A lot of donating
readers are, I believe, in the US,
so they wouldn’t want to upset
them too much.
The Guardian suffers from
the same pressures as the rest
of the mainstream press - the
greatest perhaps being the loss
of advertising revenue, in large
part because so much of it is now
online. Just look at the property
pages in your local newspaper
and compare that with what it
was only a few years ago. Most
newspapers are now owned by
corporations rather than being
the adornments of individuals.
In many cases the main drive
is ‘what makes our readers
angry’, to keep circulation up
and thereby advertising revenue,
rather than ‘how we can keep
them informed’.
Even now, or at least until very
recently, the proud claims of the
newspaper industry were of their
triumphs with Watergate in the
US, and with thalidomide in the
UK. I say ‘until very recently’
because these are fading events
in public memory, but what is
there to replace them?
One of the consequences of
loss of revenue is journalistic
redundancies. Greg Palast - a
good, old-fashioned journalist,
whose stories have included
Exxon
Valdez,
Deepwater
Horizon
and
US
voter
suppression - has pointed out
why investigative reporting is
not so popular nowadays. It’s
expensive; hotels, flights, maybe
bribes. It can take a long time
to get to the bottom of a story;
building trust with whistle-

blowers, checking the accuracy of
assertions, looking at the history.
It’s risky; especially in the UK
reporters and their employers can
face libel charges - success here
doesn’t so much depend on truth
as on the depths of your pockets.
This has also been written
about by Seymour Hersh famous for uncovering the My
Lai massacre and many other
stories. Many honest journalists
around the world continue to pay
for their honesty with their lives.
So who can we trust? It’s a real
problem for communists, but also
the whole working class. Witchhunts can be launched, lies are
repeated over and over again
until they fade into received
‘truth’. I’ll continue to read The
Guardian - a quick skim generally
is enough, though some may
wish to linger over the sport, the
fashion, the recipes, travel, yoga,
games to play with your children
in lockdown … But remember
whose side they’re on and make
sure to do some checking.
Jim Nelson
email

Too high a price

I agree with Daniel Lazare that
theoretically state legislatures
could reject the decision of the
electorate and place the decision
as to who will be president with
the House of Representatives
(‘Washington wars intensify’,
November
12).
However,
politically that is impossible.
This is a classic example of
mistaking form for substance.
I agree with Daniel concerning
the role of the American
constitution as a series of checks
and balances against democracy.
Even by the standards of western
Europe, the United States is
barely recognisable as a bourgeois
democracy. Democracy is the
sugar coating on an extremely
repressive pill. I would suggest
that this is a consequence of
America’s origins as a settlercolonial state and slavery.
American police forces are
highly militarised, with armoured
personnel carriers, tanks and even
airplanes - all surplus military
stock. There is no pretence in
reality that sovereignty resides
with the people. Then there
is each state’s national guard,
which is effectively a wing of the
military. We can see this with the
attack by federal agents on Black
Lives Matter demonstrators in
Portland over the summer.
Combine
that
with
the
election of a white supremacist
and fascist to the White House,
which is what Trump represents,
then it is understandable that
Daniel reaches the conclusion
that Congress could overturn
the decision of the American
electorate. However, the fact
that the White House is currently
occupied by a fascist doesn’t
mean that the United States is
fascist.
Trump represents a minority
far-right component of the US
ruling class. It is clear that the
vast majority of that class does
not support his ludicrous attempt
to pretend that he has won the
election. Virtually all countries
have now recognised Biden as
president-elect - even Israel!
The US ruling class recognises
and understands the danger
of overturning the result of
the presidential election. To
destroy the illusions of millions
of American people in the
legitimacy of the US constitution
seems a very high price to pay for

the sake of Trump’s ego. I can see
no indication that the courts are
willing to take this path. Even the
far-right Supreme Court is highly
unlikely to take such a course,
because it would, at a stroke,
destroy its own legitimacy and
pose the question as to who
judges the judges.
To
deliberately
invite
a
revolution
and
national
insurrection and the destruction
of the US’s sclerotic constitution
- which is what Trump’s
instalment as president for the
next four years would do - would
suggest that the American ruling
class has a death wish.
I also don’t detect any
enthusiasm for Trump’s tactics
inside the Republican Party.
Former president George Bush
has come out in support of Biden
as have a minority of senators.
The reluctance of others to
formally oppose Trump has
more to do with their fear of the
white populism he has stirred up
than support for what would be
a plunge into the constitutional
abyss.
I have no doubt that the
Electoral College will do its duty
and that Biden will become the
46th president.
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Bureaucracy

Comrade Mike Macnair, in his
letter in the November 5 edition
of Weekly Worker, says that
my September 24 article was
unproductive because it failed
to address his criticisms. I will
therefore try to reiterate the
responses to his criticisms that I
gave in my past articles.
The first criticism, or viewpoint
that comrade Macnair holds, is
that the Soviet bureaucracy that
arose in 1918-21 “willingly”
restored capitalism. He argues
that it would have been better if
the Bolsheviks had decided to
reject the Brest-Litovsk treaty
and “go down fighting” rather
than compromise in order to
gain time and space to build a
stable state. Comrade Macnair
does not strike me as an ultraleftist or an anarchist, but this
resembles an ultra-left position
on the question of state power.
Because anarchists reject state
power altogether, and because
of an adventurist glorification
of insurrection, libertarian ultralefts believe that it is better to
fail in a blaze of glory than to
engage in the ‘boring’ and/or
‘authoritarian’ work of building
up a stable workers’ state. Again,
I do not attribute anarchism or
even ultra-leftism to Macnair, but
frankly I find this idea of his to
be bizarre.
I suppose that he is arguing,
from a formal democratic
standpoint, that the Bolsheviks
should have bowed to the will of
the majority, even if this would
mean the defeat of the revolution.
But this reveals the weakness
of the standpoint of bourgeois
(formal) democracy. I fail to see
how fighting a quixotic battle
against Germany in 1918 would
have been a better option for the
revolution. In all likelihood the
October revolution would have
ended in the same way the Paris
Commune did, and a rightwing
Bonapartist state would have
been established.
My position is not that
everything that happened in
1918-21 was all ‘good and fine,’
until the pesky Stalinists took
over. I don’t think that anyone
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could seriously deny that all
of the prerequisites of Soviet
bureaucracy were birthed in this
period. I would also argue that
Trotsky pre-1923 was a very
problematic figure as far as Soviet
bureaucracy was concerned. This
is not to draw an equals sign
between the early Bolsheviks
and later Stalinism. I think
that, however impractical their
proposals were for Soviet Russia
in the time and circumstance, the
criticisms of Soviet bureaucracy
made by the Workers’ Opposition
and the Democratic Centralists
were generally more correct than
Lenin’s and Trotsky’s at the time.
The
difference,
though,
between Lenin and Trotsky in
1918-21 and Stalinism was that,
although they often raised hard
necessities into virtues, they
were very clear that the state
that they were building still
bore the legacy of capitalism
and class relations. They openly
acknowledged the possibility
that the Soviet bureaucracy
could have been usurped by an
Ustryalov type to steer the Soviets
towards a bourgeois, Bonapartist
state. Lenin and Trotsky never
renounced the theoretical basis of
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
In contrast, Stalinist ideology
denied these contradictions and
possibilities, and declared that
the Soviet Union was basically
a classless society, and on that
basis ignored and justified
bureaucratic abuses of power,
under the guise of a “state of the
whole people”.
I also disagree strongly that
capitalism was restored in
1921. A look at the political
and economic programme of the
Bolsheviks in 1917 and early 1918
envisioned a far greater arena for
state capitalism to function than
was permitted under the New
Economic Policy. In contrast to
Stalinist triumphalism, Lenin
declared at the 3rd Congress of
the Soviets that the declaration
of a socialist republic meant the
intention of building socialism,
not that socialism had already
been established. Macnair’s
characterisation of the NEP as a
full-blown capitalist restoration
seems to contradict his position
on the USSR during and after
Stalin, which he characterises
as neither state capitalist nor a
degenerated workers’ state.
The
present
political
implications about the labour
bureaucracy is something that I
thought I had touched on in detail
in my September 24 article, which
incidentally included criticisms
of the Bolsheviks (‘Building
models for the future’). I will try
to reiterate the argument that I
made against comrade Macnair.
Bureaucracy is not something
that can be ‘overthrown’. The
healthiest and most democratic
form of proletarian dictatorship
will inevitably exhibit symptoms
of bureaucracy - in inverse
proportion, as the productive
forces
develop
and
the
contradictions between mental
and manual labour and social
and individual property are
overcome. To therefore place as
a prerequisite to taking power
the overthrow of the labour
bureaucracy is to turn proletarian
revolution into an impossible
endeavour.
I also think that Macnair’s
point
about
the
labour
bureaucracy being a bulwark of
the bourgeois state is problematic
in today’s context. Perhaps in
the UK, where there is still an
influential Labour Party, this is
more accurate. But to say that the
labour bureaucracy is an auxiliary

of the bourgeois state today is, I
think, a bit of an exaggeration.
The trend of the past decades has
been to politically atomise and
marginalise the proletariat to the
extreme, making even the labour
bureaucracy a political nonentity.
This is not to say that we
can ignore bureaucracy in
workers’ organisations. I agree
with Macnair on the need for
a fundamental democratisation
of
workers’
organisations
as a means of subordinating
bureaucracy to the workers, in
lieu of an ‘overthrow’ of labour
bureaucracy as a phenomenon. I
would agree that a full renovation
of proletarian leadership and
organisation is necessary.
But Macnair’s essentially
libertarian remedies retain the
ambiguity of formal democracy.
Without the right orientation,
they could lead simply to
the liquidation of workers’
organisations altogether. The
thrust of my argument against
Macnair’s
interpretation
of
democracy
is
that
formal
democracy is not enough. The
benefits of democracy (within
a party, union or government)
must be brought to the workers
through political affirmative
action, and these same benefits
must in some way be restricted
for the bourgeoisie and its
representatives.
Levi Rafael
USA

Federal republic

I’m surprised to see comrade
Eddie Ford raise democratic
centralism as the guiding
principle as to the way forward
in Britain, as opposed to a federal
republic (‘Stonewalling unionism
hankers after direct rule’,
November 12). What form might
this take? There’s no mention of
such an alternative that I can see
in the CPGB Draft programme
or ‘What we stand for’, and it
seems to be at odds with comrade
Demarty’s position in his earlier
article, ‘Eyes on exits’ (October
22).
Also, is it really credible to
pose the federal republic as the
means for Scotland’s parliament
“to
decide
on
separation
without begging Westminster’s
permission”?
Why
should
communists
be
demanding
there has to be another hurdle
to jump before the right to selfdetermination can be granted?
As I stated in my last letter
(November 5), the Scottish
people have consistently and
overwhelmingly voted for parties
advocating independence for
years. Therefore, as comrade
Demarty states (and comrade
Ford sort of accepts), that is
the grounds for communists to
now support the exercising of
the right to self-determination,
whilst calling for the swiftest
possible coming back together of
all the peoples of these islands in
a federal republic. Anything less
is surely, in comrade Demarty’s
words, a “top-down constitutional
union” and a bastardisation of
democratic centralism.
There’s also something no
longer credible about the division
of labour posed to communists in
England and Scotland in regards
to what rights to fight for. Can it
really be the case that comrades
and workers in Scotland must
only be seen to fight against
exercising the right to selfdetermination? I know this
may bring salvoes of historical
orthodoxy, but it does smack of
dogma now rather than dealing
with the actual realities we face.
I fully appreciate the problems

and dangers of nationalism
infecting the left, but there is
an urgent need for comrades to
grapple with the situation as it is
right now, not to fear changing
tack and to offer genuine extreme
democracy as the way forward.
Tam Dean Burn
email

Friday January 8 - Sunday January 10

Online Communist University

Join the fight

Whether you call yourself
a socialist, a Marxist or an
anarchist, you risked forfeiting
your right to claim that label if
you abandoned your comrades
in their hour of need by standing
aside from the battle to reinstate
Jeremy Corbyn.
We all believe that the society
in which we live should be
more just - however we define
that term and however we
differ in the ultimate solutions
that we propose. If Starmer
and his cronies succeeded in
permanently excluding Jeremy
Corbyn from the Labour Party,
then the cause of social justice
to which we all subscribe would
have received a body blow, from
which it would take years to
recover.
If you are a member of a
leftwing group outside the
Labour Party and believe that
your group will gain from an
exodus of leftwingers from the
Labour Party, think again. Don’t
expect that those who were on
the front line of the struggle to
defend Jeremy Corbyn would
gladly embrace your group if
it had abstained from what is
probably the most important
battle
within
the
labour
movement of the past 75 years.
Don’t expect that any new
electoral front with leftwing exLabour Party members that your
group may create will attract
many votes.
The expulsion of Jeremy
Corbyn would have been a
major defeat for our cause.
Defeats lead to demoralisation.
New parties or alliances formed
from defeats get nowhere - as
we have seen in the past 25
years, with the Socialist Labour
Party, the Independent Labour
Network, the Socialist Alliance,
Respect, Left Unity and the
Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition. Yet another such
‘challenge’ to the status quo
would also be doomed to fail.
Democracy, free speech and
indeed truth itself is under
attack in one of the institutions
of the labour movement. The
triumph of Starmer’s false view
of reality would be detrimental
to our cause. It was in the
interests of everyone on the
left, and in the interests of the
working class in general, for
Jeremy Corbyn to be reinstated.
An injury to one is an injury to
all, and it would be the height
of sectarianism for you to stand
idly by, while neoliberals regain
full control of the Labour Party.
Cyberspace enables you to
protest without leaving the
comfort of your armchair. In my
opinion, anyone who claims to
be leftwing and failed to take
action to defend Jeremy Corbyn
is nothing but a windbag.
Why was Corbyn suspended?
What rule did he break? Why are
members of the Labour Party not
allowed to discuss this issue? Ask
these questions, and point out that
the suspension of Corbyn and the
suppression of discussion of that
suspension are an attack on free
speech and democracy.
Join the fight and defeat the
right!
Labour Party member
email

After the US presidential election

Consequences and
considerations
Friday 6pm

The crisis in the United States and prospects for the left
Speaker: Donald Parkinson from the US magazine Cosmonaut

Saturday 10am

System and hegemons - can relative decline be reversed?
Speaker: Hillel Ticktin

Saturday 2pm

The continuing ethnic cleansing of Palestine
Speaker: Ilan Pappé

Saturday: 6pm

The bankruptcy of left Labourism
Speaker: Jack Conrad

Sunday 10am

The Middle East after the US elections
Speakers: Moshé Machover and Yassamine Mather

Sunday 2pm

Party and programme
Speaker: Mike Macnair

Sunday 6pm

Crossroad of civilisation: China and the west
Speaker: Peter Nolan
Register for sessions at communistuniversity.uk/winter-cu-2021
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk
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LLA

Cutting through the cant
Because there is so much confusion, because there are so many futile attempts to conciliate, it is all the more
necessary to take a principled stand. Bob Davies reports on the motions, debates and decisions

T

he Labour Left Alliance
organising group, consisting
of delegates from local groups
and affiliated organisations, met on
November 14 in the aftermath of recent
events: elections to Labour’s national
executive committee, the EHRC report
on ‘anti-Semitism’, Jeremy Corbyn’s
suspension and the intensification of
suspensions and expulsions under
Starmer’s regime. Events which
produced much confused debate, but
enabled the Labour Party Marxists
fraction to win most comrades to
principled positions.
Despite failing to secure a seat
on the NEC, the six LLA-backed
candidates were correctly praised for
how they conducted their election
campaign: boldly, openly calling out
the witch-hunt and the International
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s
misdefinition of anti-Semitism, and
fighting for the reinstatement of those
unfairly suspended or expelled from
the party. This contrasted with the
Grassroots Voice candidates - backed
by Momentum and the Campaign
for Labour Party Democracy, the
two dominant groups in the CentreLeft Grassroots Alliance - whose
statements on the witch-hunt were
noticeable by their complete absence.
This does not bode well for the
immediate future. Momentum may be
claiming success in winning five out
of the nine Constituency Labour Party
seats, but the need for a principled,
militant, left is now greater than ever.
Starmer now has a majority on the
NEC, and he may be unable to resist
the temptation to use his majority to
rid himself of the left which makes
Labour unacceptable for the capitalist
class. Opposition voices and critical
debate will certainly be stamped
on. The LLA steering committee’s
statement on the NEC election results
spoke about the “hope” it had that
the five elected GV candidates will
now “start” to fight back against “the
ongoing campaign to attack, smear
and demoralise the left”.
A proposal from LLA secretary
Tina Werkmann to add to LLA’s
title a strapline, “Home for socialists
inside and outside the Labour Party”,
was rejected by 11 votes to eight as
“a fudge which will make the LLA a
diffuse and ineffective broad current”.
Then there was the important
question of left unity in the party.
Workers
International
Network
delegate Roger Silverman presented a
draft ‘Open letter to left organisations’,
which appealed for “all left forces” to:
... put aside old frictions and
grievances, and join together in
a united front to press for certain
elementary democratic goals,
namely:
 the unconditional reinstatement
of Jeremy Corbyn’s membership;
 an independent review of all
suspensions and expulsions from
the Labour Party conducted in the
last five years;
 the right of Labour Party
members, branches and CLPs to
discuss all related matters.
In proposing his draft, the comrade
described the current political
situation within the ranks of the party
as a “rerun” of Blairism: a “burlesque
pantomime” was being performed
at “breakneck speed” that the left
urgently needed to address.
Calling the draft letter “a suicide
note”, LPM delegate Andrew
Kirkland proposed, and won, five

Williamson and Ken Livingstone.
The attempts by that leadership
to appease the right by sacrificing
comrades on the left was both
cowardly and ultimately futile.
Now, unfortunately, the LLA’s official
position is that sacrificing comrades
on the left, in the supposed interests
of left-right party unity, is merely
a “mistaken” strategy - a position
that LPM will strive to correct.
Nevertheless the LPM fraction
supported the substantive motion,
which was carried by 16 votes to one.

Conference

LLA candidates put up a good fight
amendments which extended the list
of demands necessary to provide a
principled basis for the left to fight
back - demands which enhanced the
letter’s appeal to the rebellious rank
and file, rather than accommodating
to the reluctance of the official left’s
misleaders to fight the right.
Arguing against the demand for
an “independent” review of ‘antiSemitism’ cases, comrade Kirkland
pointed out that a disciplinary process
“independent” of the party was
precisely what the EHRC report and
the Zionist lobby wanted. “Those
who promise to ‘implement in full’
the recommendations are busy now
formulating the new ‘independent’
anti-Semitism disciplinary process
... outsourced to the Jewish Labour
Movement or the Campaign Against
Anti-Semitism”, he stated. Such a
review would be far from fair and would
certainly not ensure justice to all those
falsely charged with anti-Semitism.
The comrade then proposed
deletion of the sentence that called
on the left to “put aside old frictions
and grievances”, and spoke of the
necessity for vigorous debate to
achieve principled left unity. Given
Starmer’s use of the EHRC report to
curtail free speech within the party,
the comrade then proposed that
rejection of the report in its entirety
be added to the letter’s bullet points.
As other comrades from LPM argued,
how can this not be considered an
“immediate” necessity for building
principled unity?
Comrade Kirkland concluded by
proposing two more bullet points: “open
selections for all Labour Party publicoffice holders”; and “a new clause four
that re-establishes a commitment to
socialism”. All of these amendments
were voted through, against some
dogged resistance. The main argument
being that these extra demands
are unacceptable to Momentum’s
leadership and the so-called centre-left.
Certainly true, but so what?
It has to be said that the procedures
by which debate was conducted
were, at times, chaotic to the point of
being undemocratic - already agreed
amendments being revisited after the
vote, for example. Comrade Kirkland’s
amendment added the bullet point
that “all suspensions and expulsions
processed during the last five years
be overturned pending an unbiased
re-examination” (my emphasis).
After this amendment was voted on
and carried, a wrecking amendment
from Bristol delegate Phil Pope was

allowed, so that the issue was debated
again, and the open letter was gutted
of the militant demand to “overturn”
all the suspensions and expulsions of
the witch-hunt. Instead, the victims
are to be left in limbo, except for those
who appeal, who must be “heard in
an unbiased and democratic manner”.
Some hope! If the left is too weak-kneed
to even demand that the expulsions of
the witch-hunt be overturned, then the
rule of the right will not be overturned
either, and “unbiased and democratic”
appeal hearings will remain a pious
dream.
A second example: comrade
Kirkland’s proposed straightforward
bullet point, “Rejection of the EHRC
report”, was firstly adopted by 10
votes to nine, but then mutilated by
the addition of a totally inadequate
‘explanation’ of the reasons for
rejection. The insertion was readily
accepted by comrade Silverman and
incorporated into the letter without
debate and without a vote. The wellmeaning, but naive and inadequate
explanation - adding the words, “on
the basis that it is biased and largely
unfounded in its conclusions” inadvertently legitimises the EHRC’s
interference, omitting to point out that
it is an instrument of the state led by
Tories, doing its dirty work for the
capitalist class.

Reject EHRC

The first of two LPM motions was
moved by Merseyside delegate
Kevin Bean, committing the LLA
to the rejection of the EHRC report,
including all of its findings and
recommendations. It also went some
way towards putting right the position
formulated in the open letter, noting
that the report’s recommendations
included the totally unacceptable
outsourcing of disciplinary processes.
A second attempt, by Rotherham
delegate Dan Platts, to narrow the
reasons for opposing the EHRC
report, failed by six votes to nine.
For comrade Platts, the EHRC report
should be rejected “on the basis that
it doesn’t even consider the definition
of anti-Semitism, or the evidence that
shows the scale of the issue in the
party is relatively small compared
to wider society and other political
parties”.
All true, of course, but inadequate
as the reason to reject the report.
As comrade Platts well knows,
the witch-hunt in the Labour Party
is not really about anti-Semitism.
It is about neutering the socialist,

anti‑capitalist, anti‑imperialist, anti‑war,
pro‑Palestinian Labour left. Any
weapon will do, but the right’s
favourite, because it has proved so
effective, is the ‘Anti‑Zionism equals
anti‑Semitism’ campaign.
Three amendments were proposed:
the two others were carried. Firstly,
LPM delegate Stan Keable accepted
an amendment by comrade Roger
Silverman - that the Starmer
leadership had “shown” rather than
“openly declared” that it “wanted to
complete the Blairite project”.
Secondly, although LPM argued
against it, an amendment by comrade
Phil Pope was carried, by 12 votes to
seven, to replace the word “cowardly”
- referring to the failed appeasement
strategy of the Corbyn leadership - by
“mistaken”. The LPM motion stated:
We recognise that the ground for
these current attacks [by Starmer’s
regime] was laid by the actions of
the Corbyn leadership in colluding
with the witch-hunting of comrades
such as Jackie Walker, Tony
Greenstein, Marc Wadsworth, Chris

The second LPM motion, this time
moved by comrade Keable, was
carried, unamended, by 10 votes to
eight, committing the LLA to hold its
next conference online before the end
of January, to discuss “the future of the
Labour left” under the title “Is Labour
dead?”
Conference debates, he argued,
must be structured, so that the theme
is not drowned in discussions about
other issues. The different political
tendencies which exist within the LLA
must be able to present their views on
the party and its place in the struggle
to replace capitalism with socialism,
so as to save humanity from the twin
threats of nuclear war and climate
catastrophe. Given the demoralisation
of many in the party and the fact
that large numbers have already left,
clarifying LLA’s attitude to Labour is
an urgent matter. The comrade argued
that different fractions, groups and
tendencies should be given sufficient
time and space to present and defend
their ideas.
No amendments were presented,
but comrades Matthew Jones
(Glasgow), Alec Price (Kent) and Roy
Westbourne (Newham) spoke against,
saying that a wider remit was needed to
avoid the LLA “talking to ourselves.”
Apparently, no possible conclusions
about Starmer and the effects of his
leadership could be made by January.
But our motion was carried by 10 votes
to eight l

Fighting fund
A

I wish

ccording to comrade LC,
who sent us a £10 donation
via PayPal this week, the Weekly
Worker is playing an “admirable
role”, both in this country and
overseas - for example, in its
“excellent coverage” of the US
elections. But he’s hoping we’ll
be able to resume printing soon,
as “I really wish I could have it in
front of me”. Reading it online is
“just not the same”, he says.
Well, we share that desire,
comrade, but, as you know,
it’s just not possible until the
lockdown has been finally ended.
You never know - the Johnson
government might suddenly
discover some efficiency and get
everyone vaccinated really soon.
But let’s not count on it.
Another PayPal donor this
week is US comrade PM,
who came up with his regular
£25, but, as usual, the biggest
share came in the form of
standing orders. Top of the
list was comrade KB, with his

tremendous £170, but there were
also substantial contributions
from MM (£75), PB (£60), TR
(£40) and GB (£25).
All that comes to £405, taking
our running total up to £811. But
that leaves us well behind where
we ought to be, with less than two
weeks to go to reach our £2,000
target for November. We could
do with a bit of a boost, so, if
you want to help, please click on
the PayPal link on our website
or - better still - set up a standing
order or make a bank transfer (sort
code 30-99-64, account number
00744310).
Keep the money coming in, so
that when the time comes we’ll
be able to make LC’s wish come
true! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

We
___
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Jonah Martell sets out twelve proposals to transform the Democratic Socialists of America

ake a deep breath, comrades. Now scream!
We are in a downswing; there is no denying
it. The short-term outlook for socialism is
bleak.
But cheer up a little. The whole world has
taken a beating this year - here in the USA we
are hardly special. We will always have choices
to make, strategies to explore and political
openings to pursue. In this piece I will do my
best to illuminate some of them.
Skim through leftwing publications and you
will find many articles that celebrate Bernie
Sanders: how he ‘reshaped American politics’,
how ‘the progressive movement will outlive

him’, and so on. There are articles about the
protests and the election as well. The protests
are good, the police are bad, and it is a relief
that Trump got fired. There are pieces about Joe
Biden: he is a neoliberal and he sucks; there are
many things that the Democrats should be doing
to mitigate his mediocrity.
All worthy topics, but not the project here.
If we want to do better next time, we need to
start asking ourselves more difficult questions.
The first one is very simple: who is ‘we’?
Nearly every political argument invokes a ‘we’
- a common group that should mobilise around
something. Although this is useful for persuasive

purposes, it can also muddy the waters. In the
real world, there is never just one ‘we’ that any
of us belong to - no single collective agent.
Readers of this article are presumably part of
many of them.
Several examples come to mind. There is the
George Floyd protest movement. There is also
‘Bernie World’ - the massive network of people
who supported the Sanders campaign. And many
of us feel a certain kinship with all left-leaning
people in America - with our friends who want
some kind of welfare state, even if they lack an
explicit political ideology.
Then there is a much smaller ‘we’: the

American socialist movement; people who own
the word ‘socialism’ and take it seriously, without
needing a ‘democratic’ disclaimer in front (most
of us are even fine with the C-word). We clump
around explicitly socialist organisations - most
commonly the Democratic Socialists of America
(DSA) - and we use the dictionary definitions.
We actually want common ownership of the
means of production and a new political system
to make it possible. Socialists are a small, but
growing, minority of the US population.
How should socialists handle being in a
minority? One option is to embrace it, to turn
inward and form angry little echo-chambers that
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achieve nothing. Another is to bow to outside
forces, watering down our beliefs in the name of
‘progressive coalition-building’. Both of these
solutions fall short. There is nothing wrong
with being in a minority, especially when your
side has unique insights on how society works.
What is important is to be an outward-looking
minority - a minority with a genuine desire
for growth and a clear-headed awareness of its
surroundings.
One tempting idea is that the American left is
finished. With Trump out of office, the masses
will become complacent, apathy will reign
and there will be no more appetite for political
change. In such bleak times, this pessimism is
understandable. But it is also wrong. Why?
Total nihilism about our prospects puts far
too much faith in Joe Biden and the Democratic
Party. The crisis in this country runs deeper than
Trump; it began before Trump and will continue
long after him.1 The public may want a return
to normalcy, but that is the weather, not the
climate. Biden’s party will be governing in the
middle of a global pandemic and an economic
recession. To govern alone, they will have to pull
off an extraordinary political surgery: winning
a Senate majority of one, voting unanimously
to abolish the filibuster, adding new states,
then packing the Supreme Court to keep their
legislation viable.
Judging by their track record, are the
Democrats up to this task? Are they capable of
such ruthless political discipline? Even if they
do accomplish it, will their leadership be willing
to push through major reforms to help America’s
struggling working class? Maybe, if Obama
makes 50 phone calls and threatens a drone
strike on Joe Manchin.2 Otherwise, they will
be governing at the feet of Mitch McConnell.
Remember him? Kentucky boy, looks like a
turtle? He is the That’s the man who will be
holding Joe Biden accountable, not progressives.
The GOP controls the Senate. It now controls
the courts. It has ample weapons to impose a
wingnut regime on America without Trump in
office. Perhaps that is why it is refusing to wage
all-out war over Biden’s victory.
There will be no ‘bipartisan’ healing only stagnation and decay. When discontent
resurfaces, multiple forces on the left (not to
mention the right) will pounce to take advantage
of it. One force to be reckoned with is Bernie
Sanders, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (AOC)
and the rest of the leftwing Democrats in
Congress. Because they will be locked out of
Biden’s administration, they have nowhere to
go but the pulpit. Their party is already eager to
marginalise them and they know the score. The
planet is burning. Our people have no healthcare
in the middle of a pandemic. Roe v Wade3 will
likely be overturned, making abortion illegal
for millions overnight and sparking massive
upheaval. Every social gain of the past 50 years
stands at the mercy of the Supreme Court.
The Democrats will have to change their
strategy. Will they do so effectively? No-one
knows, and ordinary rank-and-file socialists
should not rely on it. We have our own unique
responsibilities.

Red-baiting

To understand why, let us talk about red-baiting.
It worked this year, both on the left and the
liberals (particularly in Miami4). Socialism has
a powerful appeal among downwardly mobile
young people who escaped their elders’ cold
war indoctrination. For a majority of Americans,
however, it remains a dirty word. The Democrats
stoked that base when they tarred Bernie as a
shill for Castro. Then Trump took up where
they left off, tarring Biden as a shill for Bernie,
AOC and a communist plot to destroy America.
He and his party made a bet that even the most
ridiculous lies would send the right marching off
to Valhalla. They bet right!
Thanks in part to red-baiting (not to mention
race-baiting, jingoism, coddling evangelicals,
and actually running an energetic campaign),
Trump’s coalition turned out with millions
more than they had in 2016. The Democrats lost
seats in the House and did not win the Senate.
Now the neoliberals are furiously blaming
the left. Representative Abigail Spanberger
(Virginia) has been particularly frustrated with
her neoliberal colleagues for not repressing us
hard enough. In a conference call shortly after
election day, the former CIA officer had this
to say: “We have to commit to not saying the
words ‘defund the police’ ever again. We have to
not use the words ‘socialist’ or ‘socialism’ ever
again.”5
She may well be right. Censoring those
slogans would be a smart tactical move for her

party (not ours). But the Representative forgets
three things:
1. Socialists are here to stay and will not be
shutting up.
2. Left Democrats like Bernie worked tirelessly
to turn out their constituencies for Biden.
Despite the right’s hatred of them, they played a
crucial role in Biden’s victory.6
3. Red-baiting targeted the establishment’s
weaknesses - not just ours.
The third point is counterintuitive, so it
deserves some further context.
Once again, the Democrats nominated a bland
establishment candidate. A man who stands for
nothing, a good old boy without an ounce of
moral fibre in his body. Why not fill the empty
vessel? Why not play on deep-seated prejudices
to turn a boring man into scary one? Why not
portray Joe Biden as a puppet of sinister forces?
Unlike Hillary Clinton, he was likeable enough,
and he ran in a global pandemic. Those things
cinched it for him.
Years from now, pundits will still talk about
how Trump ran against Bernie despite Biden
being the actual candidate. What they will
forget is that Trump did not debate Real Bernie:
he debated Bogeyman Bernie. Trump needed
a made-up communist bogeyman to do three
things:
1. Stoke his base.
2. Divide the Democratic Party against its
progressive wing.
3. Avoid having to debate Biden directly,
because Donald Trump is an idiot.
Had Real Bernie been on the stage, the
dynamic would have changed in some very
interesting ways. He excels at something that
is invaluable for all political leaders: incisive
messaging. If Trump had attacked Bernie on
Medicare for All, Bernie would not have hidden
behind the podium and promised the voters
scraps like Joe Biden. No, he would have said,
‘You’re damn right: I support Medicare for All
and let me tell you why ...’
Debating Real Bernie would not have ended
well for poor Donald. He would have had to
scramble to conjure up a new set of bogeymen:
‘Bernie Sanders is a Marxist puppet for George
Soros and the Chinese Communist Party! The
only reason he’s the nominee is because he
signed a deal with crooked Hillary Clinton and
the Democrat establishment!’ And so on.
A moot point, of course. Bernie did not win;
he was not on the debate stage. His campaign
made strategic errors and his opponents were
far more unified than he realised. Moreover,
although his ideas were wildly popular one by
one, wrapping them together with a big red bow
proved too hard a sell to frightened Democratic
voters.
The establishment rigged the primary - not
with mail-in ballots and computer hacks, but
with fear: fear of losing to Trump - fear that
Bernie accepted from the outset by promising
his loyalty to any nominee and justifying his
entire campaign by claiming to be America’s
Best Trump Remover. Biden crushed that
sales pitch the moment he cruised in with an
orchestrated wave of big-name endorsements,
signalling to all uncertain voters that the party
apparatus was his. How could an open hijacker
like Bernie be the Unity Candidate? The loyal
crew rallied behind its captain and threw the
pirate overboard.
And, when Bernie lost the primary, he lost
his podium. He spent the rest of the election
shunted off in a corner, working quietly for
Biden’s coalition to “save America” from total
meltdown. There was nowhere left to go on the
path he had set for himself.
How did that coalition treat him? Bernie
wanted Medicare for All. The Democrats’
Platform Committee would not even accept
a universal programme for children.7 In 1998
Bill Clinton called for the lowering of the
Medicare eligibility age to 55, but in 2020
Biden said, ‘lower it to 60’, framing this as a
generous concession to Bernie’s eager young
whippersnappers. When Bernie delegates
pushed for a move back to Clinton’s original
proposal, the committee shot that down too.
Medicare is for seniors only: Biden has been
quite firm on that principle. Nor was his public
option a genuine concession. His campaign
was happy to paste it on the website, but Biden
played it down the instant Trump held his feet
to the fire, claiming that it would only be a
Medicaid-style programme for the destitute.
Not that Democrats would have passed a public
option anyway, if their congressional aides are
to be believed.
We are being buried in coalitions that treat us
like dirt. We beg them, appease them and submit

to their abuse. Then they still fail, despite all our
efforts to prevent it, and each failure deepens our
dependency on them. For decades, the American
left has been hopelessly addicted to Democrats.
Let 2020 be the final relapse. We must be
our own captains and build our own ship: a selfassured, self-reliant movement with no divided
loyalties; a fearless movement powered by
millions, who cannot be cowed or manipulated;
by millions who know exactly what we stand
for - who are sold on both our policies and the
big red bow that ties them together. We need an
independent, socialist, working class party.

Who will build the ship?

Such tired old words! They are usually where
reflection ends, because they are infinitely
harder to make real. Will ‘the Squad’ build
the ship? Will Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, plus
Ilhan Omar, Rashida Tlaib, Ayanna Pressley
and the rest who won their primaries this year,
form a Democratic Socialist Party?
Before socialists rush to take orders from
them, the Squad’s track record deserves a
partial review. They:
 Firmly backed Medicare for All (all of
them).
 Voted for a $2.7 trillion-dollar Pentagon
budget (AOC, Tlaib).
 Endorsed Bernie Sanders (AOC, Omar,
Tlaib).
 Endorsed Elizabeth Warren (Pressley).
 Held a sit-in at Nancy Pelosi’s office (AOC).
 Called Nancy Pelosi “Mama Bear” (AOC).
 Called for the defunding of the police
(AOC).
 Held a photo-op with the New York Police
Department (AOC).
 Fired her chief of staff for annoying
Democrats (AOC).
 Slammed the Democratic Party as
incompetent (AOC).
Suspend all moral judgements. Just ask
from a distance: are these the actions of a
disciplined socialist movement with a clear
political strategy? Or are they the actions of a
loose, informal circle of leftwing Democrats?
It is the latter, of course. Just like Bernie,
members of the Squad are grappling with
divided loyalties, balancing their genuine desire
for progress with their obligations to a party
that wants none of it. There has been much talk
in the DSA of launching a ‘dirty break’: having
socialists run within Democratic primaries and
then one day split off to form a party of their
own. But there is no evidence that anyone in
the Squad has ambitions to do this. Unlike
Bernie, they have spent their entire political
careers working within the Democratic Party.
Even if they do have secret plans, ordinary
socialists are not privy to them and will have
no say in how they play out.
The DSA has thoroughly confused itself by
viewing the Squad as its rightful leaders. Their
theory of change, based on ‘winning the soul’
of the Democratic Party, is completely different
from that of the DSA.
If the Squad will not build the ship, then
what about organised labour? If we stay patient
and work hard within the unions, could they
eventually toughen up to create an American
Labour Party? They will have us waiting for
quite a while. For over 80 years the US labour
movement has functioned as an appendage
of the Democratic Party. It has millions of
members, but they are demoralised, dominated
by stagnant leadership, and suffering from
decades of decline. The left certainly needs
to rebuild labour, but trying to do so as
isolated individuals is a vain abdication of
responsibility. The Democrats have the labour
movement in a political stranglehold - to break
it we must create a political alternative. Many
times in history, it has been a left party that
organises and revitalises the unions, rather than
the other way around. Nor are labour-based
parties guaranteed to be friendly to socialists
- the treatment of Jeremy Corbyn and the
wider purge of the British Labour left should
give pause to would-be American Labourites.
Enough waiting based on hypotheticals. The
time for independent politics is now.
If we need an independent party now, then
what should it look like? One option is to cast
the net as wide as we possibly can. Throw the
‘s word’ out and join with every left-leaning
person we can find to form a broad-based,
progressive party, which could appeal on just
a few policies that are already highly popular,
like Medicare for All, and deemphasise other
issues that ‘divide us’.
It is a tempting idea. Ditching socialism
could take the heat off our backs and make

growth much easier in the short term. There
is already an organisation that is trying to do
this: the Movement for a People’s Party.8 Led
by former Bernie staffer Nick Brana, it is
determined to set up a “new, nationally viable,
progressive party”. It has recruited tens of
thousands of supporters and an impressive lineup of high-profile speakers, from Marianne
Williamson to Jesse Ventura. Running on a
platform loosely modelled on that of Bernie’s
2016 campaign, it hopes to flip congressional
seats in 2022 and win the presidency in 2024.
That is MPP’s ambition, but the recent track
record of left populism does not bode well for
them. Populist coalitions boom and bust; they
rise to power only to implement austerity; they
speak in simplistic terms of ‘the people’ and
‘the elite’, which impedes a more sophisticated
class-based analysis. Their frantic rush for the
presidency and desire for instant popularity
is also very unwise. Socialists would do
well to remember the fate of America’s
original Populist Party: cooptation in 1896
by a Democratic presidential candidate, who
adopted its demand for free coinage of silver.
Marxist political strategist Mike Macnair
describes this impatient approach to politics
as “conning the working class into power”.9
Karl Marx had similar warnings to his
contemporaries in 1850:
[Our minority faction regards] not the real
conditions, but a mere effort of will as the
driving force of the revolution. Whereas
we say to the workers, ‘You will have to go
through 15, 20, 50 years of civil wars and
national struggles not only to bring about
a change in society, but also to change
yourselves, and prepare yourselves for the
exercise of political power.’10
Socialists should be gearing up for this longterm political struggle. We see the obstacles in
front of us in a way that catch-all ‘progressives’
cannot. Progressives hold a powerless, but
accepted niche within the American political
system. It is easy for them to cheerfully dream
of ‘taking back our democracy’ and ‘advancing
the American experiment’. Socialists have
much weaker roots. Constantly derided as
unAmerican, they are driven to question the
dominant culture and the entire political system
- a system explicitly designed to “restrain the
democratic spirit”: a president who is not
elected by popular vote; a Senate, with total
control over cabinet and judicial appointments,
that vastly overrepresents conservative white
voters, its members serving staggered, six-year
terms; a Supreme Court with members who
serve for life - who claim the right to strike
down any legislation as they see fit.
The add-ons are helpful as well. Ballot
access laws prop up an artificial twoparty system, barring all third parties from
meaningfully contesting elections. Millions of
felons are disenfranchised. Gerrymandering
and voter suppression are rampant. Virtually
all elections are in single member districts winner takes all. Corruption, incompetence,
military graft. Relentless police brutality and
racial oppression. Decades of unremitting
imperial warfare.
‘But the Founding Fathers intended it this
way!’ the conservatives screech, when pressed
for any significant reform. ‘You can’t just
change it on a whim!’ All while they pack
the courts, purge the voter rolls and impose
rightwing minority rule on the entire country.
And the Democratic Party will submit to it,
because it is equally loyal to this tired old
regime.
What is needed is not just a break with the
Democrats, but a complete break in our way of
conceptualising political power. Will socialists
continue to campaign for catch-all progressives,
for left Democrats and marginal third parties?
Or will we introduce something completely
new and unprecedented to American politics something that challenges not just the rules, but
the institutions that make them?
There will be no victory for the left within
the established constitutional order. It was
designed to keep uppity leftists out of power.
Conservatives know this full well: we will
never win if we play by their rules. Our job is
to develop a coherent strategy that attacks their
deliberately incoherent political system. A
strategy based on incisive messaging, political
independence and a national struggle for power.
Let me be clear: from this point on, when
I say ‘we’ I mean the DSA. For all its flaws,
it is the flagship organisation for American
socialists. Where its competitors have three-
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or four-digit memberships, its rolls will soon
break 100,000. It is the ideal place to hammer
out some kind of future for ourselves.
No individual can do it alone. But just to get
the ball rolling, I would propose the following:

1. Declare political
independence

Remember what Joe Biden said at the first
debate to counter Trump’s idiotic red-baiting.
He said “I am the Democratic Party.”
Don’t hate him! That was true, and it was
actually quite clever of Joe. He was leading
a messy coalition and he stepped up to assert
responsibility for it. With those words he wiped
out the Bernie movement and made it crystalclear what the Democratic Party is about.
Now remember how Bernie countered his
own red-baiters when his campaign was just
getting started. He gave a speech about “what
democratic socialism means to me”.11
Do you see the difference here? One man
is speaking assertively about an entire political
coalition. The other is using personalistic
language to ‘humanise’ the ‘s’ word and make
it less intimidating. But in doing so, he is
stripping it of any standardised definition.
Is socialism an organised political
movement or is it a slogan, a vague personal
philosophy? Right now it is mostly the latter
in the United States. Popular understandings of
the term range from ‘equality’ to ‘government
ownership’ to ‘talking to people, being social
… getting along with people’. If socialism is no
more than a slogan, perhaps we should simply
abandon it. The entire point of sloganeering
is to popularise unpopular ideas. When the
slogan alienates people and has no substance,
it is useless.
It is not quite that simple, of course. As
conservatives love to say, we cannot erase
our past, and picking a ‘feel good’ label for
ourselves will not necessarily protect us. The
right will always be pinning the red bow on
anything left of Mussolini. Just ask Podemos
(and Joe Biden)!
Moreover, socialism is useful because it
appeals to a critical target audience: young,
downwardly mobile, working class people who
are already sceptical of American capitalism.
Anyone can claim to be a progressive, from
Maoists to Nancy Pelosi. Socialism is a knife
that cuts us apart from the crowd; it has already
captured the public’s attention. We just need
to make sure that we cut ourselves into an
organised political constituency and not a
rebellious fashion trend.
So the DSA should act less like Bernie and
more like Joe. It should step up and say, ‘The
DSA is the socialist movement.’ When asked
what socialism is, it should give a coherent
definition. I will not presume to have a full
answer here, but we should be clear that
socialism is a mission to bring freedom and
democracy to the working class - and that
mission will require regime change. Moreover,
because most self-professed socialists in
America are also communists, perhaps we
should be more straightforward about that
when asked. A classless, stateless, communist
society is our end goal - give or take a couple
of centuries.
That is how the DSA should define itself
publicly. It should also change the way it
describes itself to members. It could put out
a statement, even if it is completely internal,
announcing that the DSA considers itself
an independent socialist party and expects
members to conduct themselves accordingly.
It will not have legal status as a party, but that
does not matter. Many American socialists,
from Seth Ackerman12 to Howie Hawkins13,
have acknowledged the need for flexibility
on this question. Because state governments
dictate the structure of legally recognised
parties, we should simply reject their regulatory
frameworks and define for ourselves what a
party is. Given the public’s understandable
impulse to dismiss conventional third parties,
we could continue to refer to ourselves officially
as ‘the DSA’, ‘the Socialist Movement’ or
anything similar. Our actions will cement our
political independence, not the formality of
sticking the ‘p’ word in our official title.
There is nothing particularly misleading
about this (if leaving out the ‘p’ word is
opportunistic, then so was Rosa Luxemburg’s
party14). From a Marxist perspective, a
communist party is a movement - a structured,
organised, revolutionary political movement.
Framing the party in these terms is therefore
perfectly honest and acceptable. It would
also subvert the shallow liberal conception of

movements as flash mobs and Twitter hashtags.
All of these manoeuvres may seem
pretentious and overbearing, but they are
necessary. The right and centre have no
qualms about defining socialism for the public.
They define it as “misery and destitution”.15
Nor are the left Democrats afraid to advance
vague, meandering definitions that leave the
right howling and the fence-sitters completely
unconvinced.
The momentum is with the DSA. Even
Trotskyist sects acknowledge this by routinely
imploring it to form a new party that they can
“affiliate” to.16 We have the power to step up
and assert collective responsibility for the
American socialist movement. It is us, the right
or the wavering politicians.
Let there be no more talk about ‘what
democratic socialism means to me’. From now
on, the phrase should be ‘What the socialist
movement demands’.

2. Hold annual
conventions

This is a short point. For years DSA has held
conventions on a biannual basis. Today that will
not be enough. The United States has become
rather unstable; conditions can change in a
heartbeat and we must adapt to them quickly. To
keep up with the pace of events, we should hold
conventions every year, constantly re-evaluating
our platform and strategy.

3. Form state-wide
organisations

What is the mourning cry of a defeated
progressive? It is this: ‘Oh well. I’ll just get
involved in local politics. That’s where the real
change happens anyway.’
A noble thought - every one of us has had
it at some point. Unfortunately, it reflects an
unconscious peasant mentality. Giving up on
large-scale political change, the progressive
returns to their village to do what little they can:
‘I would never challenge His Majesty the King.
Better to cultivate my little garden.’
But a garden is not an island. American cities
have more autonomy than their counterparts
in many other countries, but that is not saying
much. State and federal policies shape every
aspect of local government. They prohibit cities
from requiring paid sick leave for workers.17
They require them to accept fracking within
their boundaries.18 They force towns to base
their speed limits on pre-existing traffic flows,
ratcheting up car speeds and slaughtering
pedestrians.19
When we confine ourselves to local politics,
we become functionaries of the capitalist state.
We also play into the reactionary old American
idea that all problems are best solved locally,
that large-scale social programmes can never be
trusted.
We must build an opposition to the capitalist
state at every level, and that means creating
strong regional organisations. A DSA caucus
called the Collective Power Network raised
this point quite effectively in 2019. What they
forgot to fully address is the appropriate scale
for these regional entities: the state level. The
Republicans and Democrats have their state
parties. So should we.
‘But that’s modelling ourselves on the
bourgeois state!’ cry the anarchists. No, it is
laying siege to the state. Our state chapters
will run on simple majoritarian lines; they
will not have Senates and Supreme Courts and
governors with veto power. What they will have
is the capacity to run state-wide campaigns and
contest state policies that impact the lives of
working class people. They will also encourage
local chapters to collaborate, improve outreach
outside the big cities and alleviate some of the
burden on the national organisation - which
has been charged with the impossible task of
managing 235 locals.
Admittedly, there are some sparsely
populated states with very few DSA chapters,
and in these areas state-wide organisation could
be impractical, at least in the short term. A
United Dakota, North and South, might make
sense for the DSA’s purposes. Fusing states for
tactical reasons is perfectly acceptable; the only
inadvisable move would be creating regions
that cut states into multiple pieces, preventing
unified state-wide campaigns.

4. Nurture a committed
membership base

What does it mean to be a DSA member?
One impulse is to make it an extremely
demanding, prestigious title - the Navy Sea, Air
and Land Teams (SEALs) of activism. In his

classic text on Marxist strategy, What is to be
done?, Vladimir Lenin called for a ruthlessly
disciplined party of professional revolutionaries.
Should American socialists aim for the same
thing?
No, because for Lenin, ruthless discipline
was a necessary evil, not a virtue.20 Russian
revolutionaries operated in a tsarist police state,
where the slightest misstep invited discovery,
police raids and mass arrests. The United States
is in many ways shockingly repressive, but it is
not a tsarist autocracy. In our context, socialists
have much more to learn from socialist parties
outside the Russian empire that maintained more
open membership structures. They cultivated
mass movements - millions strong - to build a
vibrant, oppositional culture against capitalism.
They offered social services, opened libraries
and grocery stores, set up cycling clubs, choir
societies, picnics and social outings. Germany21
and Austria22 offer intriguing historical
examples. Today, Bolivian socialists23 are doing
some similar inspirational work.
But we do not just have to look abroad. There
are non-socialist, all-American organisations in
the United States that show us what dedicated
membership looks like. In 2015 the National
Rifle Association had five million dues-paying
members, and nearly 15 million Americans
identified with the organisation, whether they
paid dues or not. It cultivates group identity with
a wide array of community services - including
an official magazine, concealed carry insurance,
firearms training for millions and opportunities
to join its 125,000-strong army of training
instructors.
Yes, the NRA is a reactionary, racist
organisation, riddled with corruption, and now
in decline. But we still have much to learn
from it (not to mention the churches that, for
better or worse, provide millions of Americans
with social services and community life).
There is thrilling potential for secular, leftwing
institution-building, from tenant unions and
worker centres to art circles and sports clubs.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, hiking clubs and
other outdoor activities could be a particularly
powerful social service, breaking people out
of their isolation and alleviating mental health
burdens.
These ideas go beyond feel-good charity
work. They are structured party programmes,
designed to build a massive support base that
can be deployed for confrontational political
action. They will cost quite a bit of cash.
Which brings us to a crucially important, nonnegotiable element of dedicated membership:
monthly dues. Dues are the life-blood of a mass
movement; they foster group identity, incentivise
recruitment and provide the party with a steady,
predictable stream of revenue.
But what about the poor proletarian workers?
Couldn’t dues make the movement inaccessible
to them? Quite the opposite. Dues can be
tapered, based on income, and studies show that
the poor give a greater portion of their income
to charity than the rich. Asking people to pay
a steady monthly fee is much more reasonable
than bombarding them with fundraising emails
that endlessly scream, ‘Give, give, give!’ Nor
is volunteer work a more accessible basis for
membership than dues. Time is money, and
every hour that a person spends with us is an
hour that they could have spent working an extra
shift or taking care of their children.
Dues allow us to make reasonable asks of
others and avoid activist burn-out. We do not
guilt-trip the single parent working two jobs
or the exhausted volunteer with mental health
burdens. We say, ‘Don’t worry. Take a break as
long as you need to. Just help us stay afloat and
keep paying your dues.’
There will always be varying levels of
involvement, and not all of us will be red Navy
SEALs. Anyone who supports our mission,
votes for our candidates and pays their dues
deserves to be called a member of the Socialist
Movement.
But we must still take measures to promote
membership engagement. Only active members
should get a vote in party affairs, and we should
encourage all members to come to at least a
few key events every year. All chapters need a
point person to welcome newcomers and help
them forge connections with other members,
preventing locals from becoming insular social
clubs. We will offer engaging, freewheeling
education groups to introduce new members
to our politics. All of this is necessary to make
ourselves an ‘outward-looking minority’.
A key task for the DSA will be to reevaluate and standardise its dues structure, and
perhaps ask a little more of its members. DSA

membership is worth more than the current 67cent monthly minimum. Rather than dismantling
dues, as some anarchist-leaning caucuses have
suggested, we must embrace and celebrate them
as the foundation of a self-reliant movement.

5. Adopt a nationwide
political platform

The DSA is currently working on a platform
to synthesise its political demands.24 This is a
very exciting development and an important
step to assert ourselves as a distinct force
in American politics. Our goal should be to
create a truly revolutionary programme that, if
fully implemented, would hand power to our
country’s working class and place our society on
a socialist transition out of capitalism:
 Abolish the Senate, abolish the Electoral
College, smash the Supreme Court and send
Brett Kavanaugh packing.
 Implement simple majority rule, abolish all
laws that discriminate against third parties.
 Insist on union rights, place large monopolies
under public ownership, roll out a comprehensive
welfare state - and so on.
We can learn from the platforms of our
predecessors in socialist parties all over the
world.25
Is this too arrogant? Will drafting a
comprehensive platform, instead of a short
list of popular demands, leave ordinary people
dazed and confused? If we treat the platform as
an inalterable holy text, then yes. If we leave
it open to regular revision and use it as part of
our political education process, then no. The
popular, red-meat demands - Medicare for All,
Green New Deal, and so on - will never be
achieved unless we attack the political system
that is making them unachievable. Our platform
must make that point crystal-clear, and we must
carve out a working class constituency that
believes it.
A ‘political revolution’ will not be enough
to defeat America’s reactionary old regime.
No, it will require a break of epoch-making
proportions, a world-historic social revolution.

6. Run dedicated
organisers for office

Many ‘revolutionary’ organisations have an
impulse to steer clear of electoral politics.
Stumping for office might seem to legitimise a
system we want to overturn, so why do it?
The obvious answer is that the state has
tremendous power and it already has legitimacy
for most people. It will be here for quite a
while. Retreating from the political arena does
nothing to stop that. More importantly, electoral
work done right can erode the legitimacy of the
system and help us win the support of millions.
Electoral campaigns can be used as a bully pulpit
to attack the system and demand a new political
order. Lenin did this26, the German socialists did
this27 and so can we.
Electoral politics can also complement and
combine with the more ‘edgy’ worker and tenant
struggles that often capture the left’s attention.
Bernie Sanders taught us that when he personally
manned picket lines, and West Virginia teachers
showed it when they drew inspiration from
Bernie to go on strike.28
What we need to avoid is getting sucked into
another abusive coalition like Bernie. The key to
this is recognising the Democratic Party as the
irredeemable zombie that it is. Bernie tried to
heal the zombie and he got bitten hard.
Instead of collaborating with the neoliberals,
we should strive for total independence and
self-sufficiency in our electoral bids. The DSA
should train and run gifted organisers who
promise to coordinate their campaigns, uphold
the party platform and vote as one bloc when
elected. Candidates would, of course, be free
to personally disagree with elements of the
platform, to push for changes through internal
party discussion. In the halls of power, however,
they would be expected to act as one team,
with accountability to the entire membership
movement.
We see a preview of this approach in New
York, where the DSA recently ran a victorious
slate of insurgent socialist candidates.29 If
we hardened and expanded this approach
nationwide, it would put us to the left of even
the Squad - whose members have hesitated to
endorse other primary challengers after winning
office themselves.30
We would not align with the Democrats.
Instead, wherever they won office, our
candidates would form an independent socialist
caucus. Both parties would be welcome to meet
with us to discuss policy - at the opposite end of
a long negotiating table.
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This approach would not win us much love from
either side. Legislative committee appointments
would be sparing or non-existent, but that is OK.
Establishment politicians will hammer us as
useless backbenchers, but we will simply counter
by pointing out how useless they are, listing off all
the ways they have backstabbed their constituents
in the past. We would make use of our extra free
time by serving as relentless advocates for the
communities that they have ignored, publicising
socialist policy proposals, providing constituent
services and assisting local organising projects.
To show their dedication, our elected officials
would refuse to take more than a typical working
class salary and donate the rest to our community
programmes.
The value of electoral work done correctly
cannot be understated. Many ‘revolutionary’
leftists begrudgingly accept its necessity as a type
of ‘propaganda’, but what passes for propaganda
on the left is often just obnoxious megaphoneyammering. It would be better to describe it as
a form of organising, of outreach to carve out a
constituency that believes in our cause.
One popular idea in the DSA is that candidates
should always ‘run to win’. It is correct that we
should be running professional campaigns, with
gifted candidates who truly want to come out
victorious. If we finish with single-digit results, that
is probably a sign that we ran our campaign poorly
and need to re-evaluate our strategy. However, it
is important to remember that the path to victory
can be longer than one election cycle, and an
honourable defeat can still build the movement.
Cori Bush did not win her initial campaign in
2018, but now she is headed to Congress to join
the Squad. Nor did Bernie Sanders win his first
independent House bid in 1988 - that took a second
try in 1990.
In the long run, our goal should be to run
candidates for every office possible, even where
we cannot win. This boosts our visibility as a
national political movement and will help us extend
our presence outside the large urban centres. Like
Bernie31, we must eagerly engage with rural, smalltown and Republican-leaning voters. If we abstain
for fear of losing, we will never be able to build a
truly national constituency.

7. Stop endorsing outside
the party

Once we have a training programme for this new
approach to electoral work, we must wind down
the faucet of endorsements. The DSA should
focus all of its energy, messaging and resources on
promoting its own candidates: active, committed
members who promise to uphold the platform. The
only exception would be strategic collaboration
with candidates from other independent left parties.
Electoral pacts to avoid competition in certain
districts may occasionally be necessary.
Cutting off endorsements may seem like a
sectarian move, but it is perfectly reasonable. AOC
and other Squad members are sparing with their
primary endorsements; they have not mounted a
massive assault against their Democratic colleagues.
They have pragmatic obligations to attend to, and
so do we. When we endorse candidates who do not
represent our political movement, we muddy the
waters and dilute our messaging.
None of this means that we will run around
viciously denouncing left Democrats and other
progressive candidates. They are not responsible
for this crisis. We will criticise their approach to
politics, but our fiery speeches will be reserved
for the people who actually hold the cards: Biden,
McConnell, Kavanaugh, Barrett and so on. When
our edgy socialist backbenchers take up their seats,
they may want to collaborate with the major parties
from time to time, and left Democrats could end
up playing a valuable role as mediators. And who
knows? Some of them may be impressed by our
new brand of politics and come over to our side.
It is not about being sectarian. It is about
stepping up to become self-reliant, to make our
own independent mark on the world.

8. Choose ballot lines at
the state level

Should we keep running our candidates in
Democratic primaries, or should we rush to set up
our own ballot lines?
Every state has its unique convoluted rules,
so there is no easy answer to this question. That
is the point. Our system is designed to encourage
incoherent thinking, to fragment and divide power
to make majoritarian politics impossible. When
future schoolteachers describe the decline and fall
of the United States, they will point to its divided
political system, the 50 state boundaries carved out
on a map. The children will laugh out loud and ask
how it lasted so long.
The states have had third parties running

like gerbils on a wheel, focusing all their energy
on petition gathering and hopeless presidential
campaigns (required to secure ballot access). Even
the staunchest third party advocates know that it
is time to break the wheel and try something new.
Perhaps we should ditch the ballot access crusades
and just run nominal independents. That would
allow us to stop running top-heavy presidential
tickets, to be more discriminating about which
elections we target.
Even when we run in a party primary, we should
still run our candidates on the DSA platform and
be committed to political independence. The line
should be this: ‘I’m running as a Democrat. It was
the only way to get on the ballot. Once I’m elected,
I’ll renounce my party affiliation and serve with the
Socialist Independents.’
Off they will go to join the rest of our rabblerousing backbenchers. Under this framework, the
‘dirty break’ is no longer some vague goal that we
banish to the distant future. It is something that we
do every time we win an election, to the absolute
fury of the capitalist parties. Call it the ‘filthy
break’! Maybe we will even end up running some
socialist Republicans! Eventually, both parties
should be expected to crack down and pass laws to
close up their primaries. Hopefully we will already
have a mass constituency by that point.
Right now, the DSA prioritises Democratic bids
and neglects independent campaigns. That order
should be reversed. Clean, independent bids should
always be prioritised, wherever we can realistically
get a strong campaigns on the ballot. They establish
our independence and make it clear to the public
that we are not Democrats - that we are out to break
the two-party system.
‘But you’ll never win as an independent!’ some
will protest. ‘I did!’ Bernie Sanders would have
replied in 1990.32 It is an uphill battle, but not an
impossible one,
Vote-splitting is another valid concern.
Unfortunately, it is a fact of life in any ‘winner takes
all’ election. It happens in Democratic primaries.
Even the fear of vote-splitting can do great damage
to insurgent primary campaigns. New York DSA
learned that the hard way when self-appointed
socialist kingmaker Sean McElwee released a poll
to deliberately tank Samelys López’s congressional
bid, claiming that she would split the vote and put a
conservative Democrat in office.33
Vote-splitting will happen, and we will have
to find ways to reduce the public’s fear of it.
Establishing ourselves as a viable force worth
splitting the vote for will be one important step.
We will have to pick our campaigns carefully in the
beginning to build capacity and establish a political
foothold. But from the very outset we must make
it clear that we are intent on further expansion.
The Socialist Movement has the right to run its
candidates across the board, just like any other
political party.

9. Target the House of
Representatives

What made the Bernie movement so powerful,
so terrifying, so utterly invigorating for its
participants?
It was a national struggle for power. That
point deserves to be repeated: participation in the
Bernie movement was participation in a national
struggle for power. In the campaign’s words,
it was a mission to “defeat Donald Trump and
transform America”.
America alienates the US left. We are not
nationalists; we are not patriots. We reject much
of the dominant culture. This makes it difficult for
us to conceive of politics as a national struggle. It
is much easier to think in terms of local organising
or international solidarity. Both are worthy
projects. The working class has no country, the
socialist movement must be international, and
our work is hopeless without effective local
organisers on the ground.
But the best thing we can do for our local
organisers is integrate them into a coordinated
movement for transformative change. The best
thing that we can do to foster internationalism is
build a real, unified revolutionary movement in
America - a powerful socialist movement that can
give inspiration to others around the world.
How do we integrate our union work, our
tenant struggles, our electoral campaigns into a
national struggle for power? Do we run another
presidential campaign? Not in 2024. Barring
something completely unforeseen, we will not have
the numbers or organisation to mount a serious
independent campaign. We would waste precious
volunteer hours collecting signatures and then come
out with 1% of the vote. It would be hopping right
back on the gerbil wheel. Once we have a larger
base, we can contest the presidency (on a platform
of abolishing the presidency by revolution!).
But our main target should be the House of

Representatives. It is a national body, elected
every two years in local districts that are small
enough for us to realistically target. We can run a
national slate of candidates, from Washington to
Florida, from Michigan to Maine, and talk it up
in our stump speeches. We can use the House as
a national soapbox to publicise our demands. We
will be speaking to a national audience, raising
our public profile and giving a boost to all of our
state and local candidates. The House is the most
important electoral institution for us to contest in
the years to come.
We can begin in the urban deep-blue districts
that Democrats have dominated, plus some red
district bids to avoid becoming insular. That will
offer choice to one-party districts that have had
none for years, giving us a chance to establish
viability. Then, as quickly as we can, we should
strive to contest all 434 congressional seats,
forcing a messy national referendum on our
political demands every two years.
The next three points could be among the most
important demands.

10. Organise for
electoral reform

We must demand an end to the two-party system.
Eliminate unfair ballot access laws for thirdparty candidates and independents. Fight for
ranked choice voting, multi-member districts
and proportional representation in Congress anything that weakens the two-party cartel, be it
state or federal reforms.
We must integrate these demands and
advance them with memorable slogans, playing
on popular antipathy to the two-party system.
Many states have ballot initiative processes that
we could use to our advantage34, mobilising
voters to pass electoral reforms at the ballot box.
Such campaigns have already been mounted by
nonpartisan groups, successfully in Michigan
and Maine and unsuccessfully in Massachusetts.
Although petition circulation requirements are
arduous, a volunteer-powered mass movement
may well be able to blast through the obstacles.
Electoral reform campaigns are one more way
to establish our political independence. They will
also help us establish that socialists are champions
of a richer democracy (and the capitalist parties
are not!).

11. Shoot down war
budgets

The US spends more on its military than the

next 10 countries combined. Trillion-dollar slush
funds, poured into graft, arms manufacturers,
rightwing dictatorships and bloody imperialistic
ventures all over the world. That is no secret:
it is common knowledge to tens of millions of
Americans.
We cut ourselves apart through total noncooperation. We refuse to vote for any spending
bill that pours one more penny into the bloated
military - or police departments, or any other
repressive capitalist institution.
If we do this, will we cause endless
government shutdowns? Unlikely. The
Republicans and Democrats will pass their
‘bipartisan’ budgets right over our heads. Drop
a heavy boulder into a creek and the water finds
its way around it. But it gives us something to
stand on to capture public attention, to erode the
legitimacy of an institution that Americans are
taught to view as sacrosanct.

12. Demand a new
constitution

What is a demand that would truly set us apart,
that would bring the right’s worst nightmares to
life? Demand a new union: a new constitution,
developed by mass popular participation. Not an
article 5 convention - no state-by-state ratification.
An accessible process that everyone within the
borders of the United States can contribute to,
combining grassroots direct democracy with
a National Constituent Assembly. The final
ratification would be by national referendum - a
simple majority vote.
In a free society, everyone gets a say in the
social contract that they live under. That is not
what happened when the current constitution was
written. Women had no say; black people had no
say; working class people had no say. We demand
that the living, breathing people of the United
States be given the right to determine its future.
We demand a constitution that guarantees real
democracy, majority rule, housing, healthcare economic rights.
We will be quite clear about the additional
reforms that we would advocate throughout
the process: abolish the Senate, abolish the
presidency, abolish the Supreme Court. All
power to an expanded, improved, democratised

House of Representatives. ‘We demand that
Congress initiate this process, but if it does not
the people have a right to do so themselves.’
There is a legitimate argument to be made
that the constitution can be legally amended by
referendum. This deserves an article of its own,
and we should certainly invoke constitutional law
as needed. But, of course, none of our opponents
will take our arguments too seriously. Revolutions
make their own laws, and what we demand is
nothing less than a world-historic revolution
against the forces of Old America.
Let the Trumpers fume over the socialist plot
to destroy the constitution. Let the liberals lecture
us about the dangers of norm erosion. Obama
can start an NGO to educate young people about
the beauty of our institutions and the far-sighted
wisdom of our Founding Fathers.
We alienate most people at first, but we strike
a chord with a sizable minority. And, every year,
we build it out, leaning into every crisis, growing,
until finally something snaps.

Path to victory

Perhaps these suggestions are too ambitious. They
may demand too much of a small organisation
like the DSA; they may overestimate the
potential of the era we are living in. Only time
will tell. None of them have been tried yet.
But, even if we try them and fail, I believe
that we will fail in a more instructive way than
ever before. Progressive reform movements rise
and fall, both inside and outside the Democratic
Party. Time and again, they have led us to defeat,
cooptation and humiliation.
Some segments of the American left have
recognised this, but instead of charting a better
path forward, they vent their frustration with
performative action. Street rallies, megaphone
chants, radical posturing that takes us nowhere.
Localist organising projects that ‘feel good’, but
completely lose sight of the national struggle for
power.
What we need is performative restraint and
political aggression. A new strategy that draws
on the lessons learned from the Bernie campaign
and everything that came before it. A fearless
strategy, ardently independent, that puts our
generation of the left on a path to sweet victory.
And the goal of this piece is to contribute
some starting points towards that l
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SPYCOPS

Quinlan or Vargus?

As a judicial inquiry commences into the surveillance of activist groups, Paul Demarty explains why the
workers’ movement must fight to replace the police with a popular militia

S

ome small amount of media
attention has accrued lately to
the ingrained police practice of
infiltrating political groups.
There is, first of all, the
commencement of the long-awaited
public inquiry into the exploits of the
Special Demonstration Service - a
clandestine unit of the Metropolitan
Police dedicated to infiltrating protest
groups - and its national equivalent,
the National Public Order Intelligence
Unit. A slow pile-up of scandals
forced Theresa May, back when she
was home secretary, to set up the
inquiry. It has taken this long to get
going, and is not expected to report
until 2023.
By that time, of course, the
Covert Human Intelligence Services
Bill (CHIS) is likely to be law,
which will make a mockery of any
recommendations the septuagenarian
Garrick Club regular in charge of the
inquiry, Sir John Mitting, might make.
The CHIS bill provides a legal footing
for undercover agents to commit
crimes during the course of their
work; and, given that the lack of such
a footing was no great disincentive
to such antics in the past, we can
confidently expect any conceivable
drafting of the bill to be taken as carte
blanche by the police. Disgracefully,
Labour is supporting this bill, though
soft-left groupings like Momentum
have objected strenuously.
The story of these undercover
units goes back to 1968: the Special
Demonstration Squad was formed
in response to the Grosvenor Square
protests against the Vietnam war; the
police of the day were unprepared for
the numbers of protestors converging
on the US embassy and charged the
demonstration with horses. Dozens
were injured in the resulting fracas.
The SDS, so the theory went, would
give the police better intelligence and
allow officers to be prepared for such
eventualities.
In practice, the SDS was wholly
unaccountable to anyone other than
a small clique of Metropolitan Police
chiefs. Its activities spilled out rapidly
from its formal remit; SDS agents,
who styled themselves ‘the Hairies’,
as they bearded up for life with
the hippies and peaceniks, rapidly
infiltrated a panoply of left and other
protest groups, from Trotskyist sects to
environmentalists, to tiny women’s lib
circles with no serious interest in direct
action at all. From there, inevitably,
SDS officers found provocations a
little too tempting. Four years ago, for
example, SDS old-timer Bob Lambert
was accused of having conspired to
plant a bomb in a London Debenhams
store, while undercover with animal
rights activists in the late 1980s (he
denies it).
The NPOIU was formed later, in
1999. It had plenty to get its teeth into
when September 11 2001 sparked
both a revival of Islamist radicalism
and an extensive movement against
what was to become the USA’s
forever war against ‘terrorism’. Its
most notorious operative, however,
was on the classic SDS beat of
radical environmentalism. Mark
Kennedy spent years embedded in an
environmentalist direct-action group
before his identity was exposed to a
fellow activist - a woman with whom
he had been romantically involved for
years. Kennedy’s exposure caused the
collapse of a trial of several people
for conspiracy to shut down a power
station, and in turn led journalists

death of comrade Michael Bettaney,
the former MI5 agent whose duties
brought him necessarily into contact
with the doctrines of the ‘communist
enemy’ and ultimately led him to
become a supporter of the communist
cause, at great personal cost. It is the
broken-backed, antagonistic structure
of capitalist class society that demands
the police, the spooks, etc; but, just
as the police cannot suppress those
fundamental contradictions, nor can
they escape their effects, even if no
more than a few individuals are strong
enough to reject the evil demanded of
them.

Controversy

‘A touch of evil’ (1958)
from The Guardian to discover that
Kennedy’s mixing of business and
pleasure was far from unique - several
SDS and NPOIU agents had even
fathered children with their marks
over the years.
Speaking of the SDS, it was wound
up in 2008, so embarrassing were its
activities; but its corpse gave up one
more scandal, when a whistleblower
by the name of Peter Francis revealed
it had extensively spied on the friends
and relatives of the murdered teenager,
Stephen Lawrence, in the 1990s. The
outrage at that revelation forced May
to open Mitting’s inquiry.
The latter, needless to say, is a bit
of a joke. It is only very inexactly
described as ‘public’: the British
state is gleefully making use of
the Covid-19 pandemic to restrict
access to politically sensitive judicial
processes (another recent case being
the Julian Assange extradition
kangaroo court). There is no public
access to the courtroom due to social
distancing; there is no public live
stream; those who want to follow
proceedings must go to a certain
London hotel, where they will get
to see some (not all) of the witness
statements. The cops are challenging
a lot of the subpoenas on the basis
that it will compromise people’s
identities, even in cases where the
infiltration took place decades ago
into organisations with no record of
or plausible capability for retaliation.
It is, in other words, even more of a
bad-news burial than the usual run
of judicial inquiries in this damnable
country.
On the face of it, there is something
peculiar about the tenacity with which
the state holds onto these units. To put
it mildly, their record of success is
dubious, and the embarrassments all
too legion. Can the SDS alumni point
to a single meaningful arrest made
with intelligence from these bright
sparks who kept themselves so busy
knocking up the women of the animal
rights movement? Does entrapping
a few dozy anarchists or anti-fur
protestors really keep the world safe
for the ruling class?

The left

What is clear from the story we have
laid out is that the spy cops have
wandered far from their original

purpose, which was to spy on the
left at a time when the cold war
was at its height and, moreover, the
west was embroiled in the greatest
military disaster it had suffered in the
whole duration of the conflict with
the Soviet bloc, and when labour
militancy was reaching its peak,
with extensive Communist Party
influence throughout the trade union
movement. In those circumstances,
the ramping up of surveillance of
the left seemed prudent to the home
secretaries of the day. It is worth
noting here that MI5 has completely
escaped mention during all of this,
despite its very much more extensive
and equally morally dubious record of
infiltrations.
In the end, the left and the trade
union movement was defeated - not
primarily by spooks and cops, but by
their own political failures. The result
was not social harmony, however;
and so, as society’s contradictions
simmered, the spy cops began to
perpetuate themselves.
In a sense this is a particular fractal
iteration of the rise of standing police
forces in the capitalist world over
centuries. In Britain and America, such
police forces replaced the traditional
town militias that had existed for a
long time; the purpose was to ensure a
consistent legal regime, which would
enforce the interests of propertyowners. (In America, this process was
longer, and in fact mediated by private
organisations such as antebellum
slave-catchers and the notorious
Pinkerton mercenaries.)
In Orson Welles’ classic film Touch
of evil, there is a scene where Charlton
Heston’s noble Mexican official,
Vargas, confronts the morally-beaten
American cop, Quinlan, about the
latter’s habit of bending the rules to
secure conviction. “Who is to be in
charge,” Vargas asks, “the law or
the cop?” This is the characteristic
liberal way of putting things, but it
is basically a false opposition. The
law cannot be in charge without the
police (or the Pinkertons), but the
reverse is not true at all; ‘rule of law’
liberalism immanently includes police
authoritarianism.
The mechanisms of this result are
complex. Most pertinently for our
current purposes, police officers are
positioned over against the policed, in

sharp distinction to citizens’ militias.
This positioning is not a one-off
event, however, but an unfolding
contradiction. Successive means are
found to achieve it. One of the most
powerful is ideological - the daily
life of the uniformed cop brings him
into contact with the mundane cruelty
of lower-class life, rather than its
solidarity. His contacts with civilians
are not morally uplifting on the whole.
The side characters in the story of
his life are wife-beaters, pimps, drug
dealers, and their respective trapped
prey - the beaten wives, prostitutes
and addicts. Through this distorting
mirror, an essentially Tory view of
fallen human nature takes shape; and
the sometimes dangerous situations
he confronts create a pack mentality,
which breeds further contempt of
civilians. Another is ‘nationalisation’;
in situations where local loyalties
are likely to reduce police discipline,
governments will ship in riot cops
from as far afield as possible (a
strategy used to great effect by the
Thatcher government in dealing with
the miners, and with rather more
dubious results with the deployment
of the federal cops to deal with civil
unrest in American cities this year).
Now, note a peculiar thing about
the spy cops - both of these techniques
are directly contradicted by the reality
of long-term undercover work within
activist groups. The people you are
interacting with may be irritating
leftie types, but they are plainly highfunctioning and intelligent members
of society. They are unlikely to glass
you when you try to defuse a domestic.
You are removed, for long periods of
time, from the cop wolf-pack.
Those who formed relationships
with their targets are, of course, guilty
of morally reprehensible breaches
of trust; but, human nature being the
complicated thing that it is, that is
not in contradiction with subjective
affection for the duped lovers (never
mind the children born of such
relationships ... ). It seems for all the
world that Kennedy, for example,
was wracked with remorse after his
cover was blown; and the Stephen
Lawrence angle was, again, blown
open by a whistleblower, who was
deeply ashamed of his role.
It was the sad duty of this paper,
a couple of years ago, to report the

Ours is a peculiar moment in the
history of the police. This year’s
Black Lives Matter protests have
hurled into the public arena demands
for the abolition of the police that
have hitherto been thought a little too
risqué even for the r-r-revolutionary
sects of the left, never mind the leftliberal milieu that surrounds BLM.
Such demands are the subject of
lively controversy in ‘mainstream’
politics, and are not currently possible
to dismiss as a ‘fringe’ concern. On
the other hand, state authoritarianism
is very much on the march, and the
recent setback to that process in the
American presidential election is
likely to be short-lived. Quinlan is in
the ascendancy, not Vargas.
As encouraging as it is to see the
more radical demands of BLM getting
an airing, there is a certain irony about
them: the same reason that police
authoritarianism frays at the edges
strictly limits what can be expected
of the movement calling itself
‘abolitionist’, with wholly deliberate
historical echoes. As we argued above,
the invention and strengthening of the
police are moments in the fundamental
contradictions of capitalist society.
Just as those contradictions are not
resolved by the badge, the truncheon
and the fall down the nick stairs,
nor can they be resolved by simply
campaigning for police abolition as a
racial-justice single issue. Eventually
the powerful will demand that order
is restored to their benefit; and, being
powerful, their wishes will be granted.
The most striking logical difficulty
of the contemporary anti-police
movement, in America at least, is that
its personnel is almost a strict subset
of those people who demand extensive
gun control; to defund, let alone to
abolish, the extensively militarised
police forces of urban America is
necessarily to disarm them. Who is to
disarm them, then? The other police?
The only democratic answer is surely
something like the old militias of
the pre-police era, except with truly
universal participation and republican
organisational norms; but arguing for
that would mean not abandoning the
second amendment to the right, but
expropriating it. (This is all the more
the case in this country, which has
long abolished the right to bear arms.)
Doing so would demonstrate, in
practice, that the means of legitimate
coercion - which cannot be done
away with this side of the higher
stage of communism - could be
thoroughly democratic in character;
and, as a welcome consequence, we
might be able to turn the trickle of
whistleblowers and defectors we
mentioned above into something like
a real split in the state apparatus l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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EHRC

An arm of the state
David Goodhart’s appointment to the EHRC reveals the truth about the quango and its wretched report
into ‘Labour anti-Semitism’, says Eddie Ford

B

efore Keir Starmer announced
that Jeremy Corbyn would have
to sit as an independent MP, his
grovelling ‘clarifications’, his pledges
of unity, his promise to join with
the fake campaign to “root out antiSemitism” evidently satisfied the NEC
disciplinary panel, which insiders
said had decided unanimously to end
his suspension. Presumably Corbyn’s
fate now hangs on establishing the
farmed out disciplinary process as
recommended by the EHRC report.
That is expected early next year and
you do not need to be a genius to
guess what it will decide.
Anyhow, this latest sorry chapter
in the ongoing anti-left witch-hunt
clearly exposes the class nature of
the EHRC. Established in October
2007 at the initiative of Harriet
Harman, a loyal minister in Tony
Blair’s warmongering government,
this superquango came stuffed full of
progressive pretensions, the equalities
watchdog’s brief was “the promotion
and enforcement of equality and
non-discrimination laws”. To this
apparently laudable end, it took over
the responsibilities of the Commission
for Racial Equality, the Equal
Opportunities Commission and the
Disability Rights Commission - not to
mention other aspects of equality law:
age, sexual orientation and religion or
belief.
The EHRC has the powers to apply
for judicial review and intervene
in court proceedings, assess public
authorities’ compliance with their
positive equality duties and enter
into “binding agreements” with
employers, whereby - for instance - it
can agree that they must commit to
“equality best practice audits”, which
sounds marvellous.
But that is enough of the fairy
story, even if it bedazzles liberals
and the dozy official left. Whilst the
ERHC might have been set up by the
Blairite right, it has been thoroughly
colonised, first by the ConDem
coalition government and then the
subsequent Tory governments. Either
way, there can be no doubt that the
EHRC is an adjunct of the state. After
all it is ministers who hire and fire
board members.
There have been the usual petty
scandals. Its last chair was David
Isaac, whose tenure came to an end in
August 2020. Prior to his appointment,
two
parliamentary
committees
warned that there was a potential
conflict of interest, because his legal
firm, Pinsent Masons, carries out
“significant work for the government”
- with Isaac conceding that his annual
legal income of over £500,000 would
dwarf the £50,000 he would earn from
the EHRC. Nice work if you can get
it. Concerned by this development,
Christian Concern called for his
appointment to be blocked. But Isaac
was enthusiastically acclaimed by the
rightwing Jewish Chronicle. In May
2019 another EHRC board member,
Suzanne Baxter - nothing dodgy here
- joined Isaac’s Pinsent Masons.
Then there is the inevitable
identity politics assiduously promoted
and so beloved by official society
nowadays.
Amusingly
enough,
at least for me, back in March
2017 the EHCR was criticised for
allegedly “targeting” BAME staff
for compulsory redundancies and for
failing to appoint BAME personnel
to senior positions. It was also said
that there were “no visible minorities”
among the senior management team.

From ‘old Etonian Marxist’ to liberal Powellite
Until very recently, only one of the
nine commissioners were BAME.
Liz Truss, Johnson’s, minister for
women and equalities, has, of course,
moved to fix that and now the EHRC
can pass itself off as a fit and proper
anti-racist quango ... meanwhile the
government presses ahead with plans
to criminalise asylum seekers and
refugees.

Outrage

However, outraging even mainstream
opinion, amongst Truss’s latest batch
of appointments is a certain David
Goodhart. A former FT correspondent
in Germany, he went on to help found
Prospect magazine. Goodhart has
written about himself as being an
“old-Etonian-Marxist” in his youth.
Of course, he has long ago left behind
his “liberal London tribe”. Famously
Trevor Phillips branded his views
“liberal
Powellite”.
Nowadays,
Goodhart serves as head of the
immigration and integration unit at
the Policy Exchange. Suffice to say,
what marks him out is his opposition
to “high immigration” because it
weakens national cohesion.
Policy Exchange is itself a
prominent libertarian think tank
described by The Daily Telegraph it should know - as “the largest, but
also the most influential think tank on
the right”. Indeed, its reports “often
inform government policy in Britain”
- like possibly its 2017 paper, Clean
Brexit, which argued that the UK
should leave the European Economic
Area and that the British economy
could “thrive” trading under World
Trade Organisation terms and tariffs.
Sound familiar? Naturally, Policy
Exchange is a registered charity and
its funding has been described as
“opaque” - all par for the course in
this line of business.
Not surprisingly, Goodhart is
a strong supporter of the “hostile
environment” introduced in 2012
by the then home secretary, Theresa
May. This is doubly ironic, as the
EHRC is currently investigating

the home office over its … yes,
hostile environment policy towards
migrants and the ensuing Windrush
scandal. In various articles over the
last few years, Goodhart has argued
that these iniquitous policies should
not be watered down, as “home
office incompetence on Windrush
is no reason to end the hostile
environment”:
the
government
“rightly tries to bear down on the
corrosive, anti-social phenomenon of
illegal immigration”.1 The Windrush
“oversight”, he mused, was “probably
down to an absence of institutional
memory, combined with a lack of
people with relevant life experience at
the top of the department”.
Goodhart went on to remind us,
going by his own statistics, that in
2018 there were possibly close to
one million people living in the UK
illegally and they are being added
to at the rate of 70,000 or 80,000 a
year. But it is “frustrating work” for
Goodhart, because of all “the obstacles
to removals” - meaning that, although
enforcement costs £500 million a
year and employs 5,000, “only about
12,000 people were removed against
their will last year and half were
criminals”. Just not good enough. He
points the finger at - you guessed it
- human rights law that give people
“an incentive to spin out the asylum
process in the hope that they can then
qualify under the right to family life”.
For him other problems include “too
few detention centres” and the “noncooperation of countries of origin”.
Build more detention centres!
Further alienating liberal opinion,
Goodhart has argued that “white selfinterest is not same thing as racism”.2
Instead, he wants to distinguish
between “white racism and white
identity politics” - or white “racial
self-interest”. The way forward,
writes Goodhart, is “accepting that
all groups, including whites, have
legitimate cultural interests is the first
step toward mutual understanding”.
The problem, he thinks, is that
“majority rights are uncharted

territory for liberal democracies and it
is not always clear what distinguishes
legitimate group interest from
racism”. Many in the white majority,
it appears, “feel a discomfort about
their group no longer setting the tone
in a neighbourhood” and labelling
that as racist “risks becoming a selffulfilling prophecy driving white
resentment”.
Yes, Goodhart acknowledges,
minorities often have real grievances
“requiring group-specific policy
solutions”. But, he adds, “white
grievances are more subtle” - like
lower-income whites sometimes
lacking “the mutual support that
minority communities often enjoy”,
leading to a “sense of loss and
insecurity”. Goodhart sadly concludes
that the “liberal reflex to tar legitimate
majority grievances with the brush
of racism risks deepening western
societies’ cultural divides”.
Responding to the appointment,
Halima Begum - director of the race
equality think tank, the Runnymede
Trust - said Goodhart’s appointment
had
“completely
eroded
her
confidence” in the EHRC. Shocking!
The Muslim Council of Britain are
not impressed either, as Goodhart is
not a “credible figure” - following a
long line of government appointments
of those who “either oppose or are
sceptical of anti-racism efforts”. The
Liberal Democrats too have railed
against the appointment.

Demarcation

The appointment of David
Goodhart ought to get the official
left thinking about the EHRC report
on the Labour Party. It won’t. They
are far too cowardly. Too attached
to party ‘unity’ and the ‘next Labour
government’. But, the fact of the
matter, is that the EHRC report is
neither ‘fair’ nor ‘balanced’. It is a
Tory report. A state report. Why on
earth Jeremy Corbyn allowed the
EHRC to freely investigate the Labour
Party without vigorously objecting,
without condemning the inevitable

‘findings’ well before they were
published, only goes to show how
pathetically weak, myopic and stupid
he is. That Corbyn now says he fully
accepts the report certainly shows that
his main priority is saving himself.
He shows no thought, no concern for
the hundreds, the thousands, of the
‘lesser’ victims of this completely
cynical witch-hunt.
Interestingly, as a footnote, Harriet
Harman - in her capacity as chair of
the parliamentary joint committee on
human rights - published a report last
week savaging the EHRC. We read,
in ‘Black people, racism and human
rights’, that the EHRC is “not fit for
purpose”; fails to represent black
people at its “top level”; has a builtin “asymmetry” in how it handles
cases involving black people; has no
interest in implementation, because it
“doesn’t think it has a role in making
sure anything actually happens with
recommendations to protect black
people’s human rights”; and “compares
unfavourably” to the Commission for
Racial Equality it replaced.
Jewish Voice for Labour ironically
asks, will Starmer suspend the former
interim leader for having the nerve to
criticise the EHRC?3 No, of course
not, because she is on the right of the
party and accepts the slander that antiZionism equals anti-Semitism - she
wants Corbyn’s head on a plate too,
preferably served with an organic side
salad.
The authentic left needs to draw a
clear line of demarcation. The EHRC
report was a Tory-state hatchet job
aimed at Corbyn, the left and the very
idea of socialism itself. It should have
been rejected out of hand l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. telegraph.co.uk/politics/2018/04/17/home-

office-incompetence-windrush-no-reason-endhostile-environment.
2. policyexchange.org.uk/white-self-interest-is-notsame-thing-as-racism.
3. jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/article/ehrc-not-fitfor-purpose-in-protecting-black-rights.
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Our strategic orientation
Peter Manson reports on the joint meeting of CPGB and Labour Party Marxists members

T

he meeting of CPGB and LPM
comrades, which took place
online on November 15, focused
on two recent key events: the US
elections; and the failure of Jeremy
Corbyn and the official Labour left.
The first item was introduced
by comrade Mike Macnair, who
reiterated that there was still a good
deal of speculation about what could
happen over Donald Trump’s legal
challenges, but there were “heavy
rumours” that he will eventually
concede.
Otherwise
“American
democracy” itself would be called
into question. However, assuming that
the result would stand, it means that
Biden won a clear majority of both
the popular vote and in the Electoral
College, but the balance in the Senate
was on a “knife edge”, while the
Democrats actually lost ground in the
House.
All this means that Biden will be
“very constricted” on what he is able
to do. He suspected that meant that
Biden would not be able to rejoin the
Paris agreement on climate change or
sign the US up once more to the Iran
nuclear deal. He also thought America
was facing “at least two years of
domestic gridlock”.
So, on questions like Black Lives
Matter, nothing will change when
it comes to government policy - not
just because Biden will not be able
to enforce substantial changes; but
because he does not wish to, for
example, curb the draconian powers
of the police.
Internationally, comrade Macnair
thought that we would see less of
Trump’s “aggressively protectionist
rhetoric”, but the US would still be
anti-China - and in fact we should
expect opposition to Russia to
“go significantly up the agenda”.
Meanwhile, a Biden administration
would lean on the UK to come to a
softer deal with the European Union
following Brexit.
He concluded by saying that the
“underlying dynamic” was one of US
decay and decline.

Debate

First to speak in the debate was
Farzad Kamangar, who asked why it
was that big capital was by and large
so opposed to Trump. The answer was
that his protectionism would have an
adverse effect on profitability. There
would be huge price increases if goods
currently produced in China were
made in the US itself, for instance. In
reality the ongoing globalisation was
“impossible to reverse”.
The comrade went on to state that
it had been wrong to claim that there
was “no difference” between the two
presidential candidates. For example,
it was likely that under Biden aid to
Palestinians would resume and, while
it was unlikely that there would be a
new nuclear deal, sanctions on Iran
could well be eased.
I was next to speak and, while
I agreed with comrade Kamangar
that there was certainly a difference
between Trump and Biden, that
did not mean that those on the left
who called for a Biden vote were
right. Both candidates were proimperialist and anti-working class. I
also wondered whether Biden might
still be able to get some changes
through the Senate despite the lack of
a Democratic majority. For example,
Trump’s belittling of the impact of
climate change, like that of Covid-19,
was not in line with establishment
opinion. What did that mean for the
Republican Party? To what degree
was it completely ‘Trumpist’ and
was it not possible that at least

equals anti-Semitism’ witch-hunt
now has the official left welcoming
the EHRC report and promising to
join with Starmer in “rooting out
anti-Semitism”. The official left even
oversaw the invention of denialism. It
is a disciplinary offence to deny that
Labour has a widespread, a serious, a
real problem with anti-Semitism.
None of this means that Labour
cannot be transformed in a progressive
direction, argued comrade Conrad,
although this cannot be achieved
using
“constitutional
methods”.
While it remains capitalism’s second
eleven and tied to the state, Labour is
“irreformable”. To suggest otherwise is
either treacherous or naive. However,
the Labour Party can be transformed
through building a mass Communist
Party. A revolutionary situation could
see us transform Labour into a united
front of a special kind. Meantime, it is
quite possible that Keir Starmer could
end what Keir Hardie started back in
1900. Labour could be deLabourised.
Comrade Conrad concluded by
stating that for Marxists, work within
the Labour Party is a tactical question,
but at the moment it remains an
important tactic.

What Keir helped found in 1900, Keir could easily destroy
some Republican senators would be
prepared, for instance, to back the
Paris agreement?
A guest at the meeting was comrade
Moshé Machover, who pointed out
that, although comrade Macnair had
mentioned the role of Catholic voters
in helping to ensure Biden’s victory,
he did not say anything about Jewish
voters. In fact there was an increase
in their support for the Democrats.
Yet Israel is one of the few countries
where Trump enjoyed “overwhelming
support”, which was quite the
opposite when it came to US Jews.
This pointed to the continuing rift
between them and the Zionist state,
he said.
Comrade Anne McShane noted
that Biden’s victory was “hugely
welcomed” by the establishment in
Ireland, which was hoping that the
effect of Brexit on the island would
now be less severe. But she stated
that those on the left who had taken
a ‘first Biden, then us’ approach
were completely wrong. The level
of polarisation and fear was still
pervasive.
Next to speak was Jack Conrad,
who reiterated that the US remained
the global hegemon. With Biden’s
apparent victory, it was more likely
that the US would press for a ‘Brexit
in name only’ deal - and what the
US says matters. However, on
globalisation, he did not believe that
it was “fixed in stone”.
On my question, he thought that
the Republican establishment had
taken a “sharp turn to the right” and
did now seem to be ‘Trumpite’ - in
fact he had been surprised at how little
resistance there had been amongst
Republicans to Trump’s claims
that the election had been stolen.
Either way, getting rid of Trump has
not solved the “dilemma of lesserevilism”: our priority must remain the
independence of the working class
and standing candidates representing
the genuine left.
Coming back in, comrade Macnair
agreed that deglobalisation was
possible and repeated that Biden
was certainly different from Trump
- he might be more aggressive over
Russia, for instance. He also agreed
that the Republicans, like the Tories,
were “evolving to the right”, so we
should expect another right-populist
presidential candidate in 2024. He was

also in agreement over lesser-evilism:
it was wrong to say that “under no
circumstances” would we recommend
a vote for the lesser evil, but we must
never “prettify” such candidates.
Next, Bernard Mattson pointed
to the fact that under Trump “all
sorts of damage” had been done, but
questioned whether Biden would
undo it, including sanctions against
Iran. While Stan Keable of LPM
stated that the Republicans would
“hamstring Biden” for party reasons,
Sarah Stewart said that many people,
especially women, had actually voted
for Trump through fear of Black
Lives Matter, etc. However, as far as
the establishment is concerned, even
Fox News was now saying that Trump
should concede.
Comrade Conrad then made
one more contribution, in which
he pointed out that, when it came
to determining strategic policy, we
must look at the role of the state,
not just capital. State interests could,
for instance, enforce decoupling and
rival zones. In relation to voting for
the lesser evil, he agreed that this was
a tactical question, but the central
strategy was related to working class
independence. He added that antisocialism (however defined) was a
real factor in the size of Trump’s vote.
In reply to the debate, comrade
Macnair stated that, while there was
huge pressure on Trump to concede
defeat, it is not completely certain
he will do so. After all, Republican
senator Mike Lee was right when he
said that the USA is a “constitutional
republic” and “not a democracy”.
However, for the mainstream
establishment, it is essential that
the US continues to be identified as
democratic.
In conclusion he stated that the
Biden presidency posed “big, big
problems” for the British government
over Brexit, and reminded us that “the
strategic orientation of the working
class has to begin elsewhere than the
presidential election”.

Labour

It was comrade Conrad who introduced
the second session on the assault on the
Labour left - the suspension of Jeremy
Corbyn was not the end point, merely
the latest stage.
Commenting on the report of
the Equalities and Human Rights

Commission into Labour ‘antiSemitism’, he stated that it was neither
‘fair’ nor ‘balanced’. We do not accept
it and nor should we support its
implementation. A line of demarcation
should be drawn on this question.
The NEC have seen “both sides
claiming a victory”. Using the
previous electoral system, the left
would have won all nine Constituency
Labour Party seats, but this time,
despite the single transferable vote, it
still managed five. But the real winner
is not the official left but Keir Starmer,
who now has a clear majority on the
new NEC.
In view of all this, the exodus from
the Labour Party looks set to continue.
That has given new hope to the likes
of the Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition (former Labour MP Chris
Williamson has just joined), Left Unity,
the Radical Alliance, etc. As shown
by the SLP, Socialist Alliance, SSP
and Respect such broad fronts usually
fail. They are certainly useless when
it comes to organising the working
class into a party which can overthrow
capitalist rule. But even if they
‘succeed’, they fail: look at Podemos,
Syriza, Communist Refoundation and
all the rest.
But what of Starmer? He will surely
step up the witch-hunt, continued
comrade Conrad. Will he target
Momentum by branding it a ‘party
within a party’? He does, of course,
have to worry about alienating the
left-led unions - will he risk provoking
the disaffiliation of Unite, etc? He
might not want to, but events could
push him, lead him, in that direction.
However, what is striking about the
official Labour left - in the unions,
in parliament, in Momentum - is its
complete lack of fight, its complete
lack of a moral backbone - partly
caused by a commitment to the ‘next
Labour government’ and partly by
naked careerism.
Because the official left has been
under sustained attack - by the media,
by the Labour right, by the Zionist
lobby, by fake left turncoats - something
akin to ‘Stockholm syndrome’ has
developed. The persecuted have taken
up the cause of their persecutors and
have themselves become persecutors
of their own allies, friends and
comrades. Hence Ken Livingstone,
Chris Williamson, Jackie Walker,
Marc Wadsworth. The ‘Anti-Zionism

Disillusionment

First up in the debate that followed
was comrade Macnair, who agreed
that Labour could be transformed in
a positive direction. Partly that would
depend on winning the leadership
of key trade unions, although, like
comrade Conrad, he was clear that the
establishment would do all in its power
to sabotage this.
In his contribution, comrade Keable
talked about the NEC elections, which
was encouraging in that anti-witchhunt candidates, supported by the
Labour Left Alliance, did quite well,
gaining some 3,000 votes, although
none were elected. He was followed
by comrade Mattson, who pointed out
that many Labour branches now fear
even talking about the vital politics
of the day. Labour HQ has banned
discussions about the EHRC report,
Corbyn’s suspension, etc. Those who
disobey face possible suspension or
expulsion.
Following this, James Harvey added
that the Labour left is “incredibly
incoherent” as well as disillusioned,
especially since the departure of
Corbyn as leader. Its politics was that
of the “lowest common denominator”:
in other words, ‘we have to attract
people coming from left social
democracy, but we mustn’t go too far’
and scare them off. So the followers
of Leon Trotsky constitute themselves
as left social democrats. Justin White
commented on the “appallingly weak
motions” moved by the left in Labour
branches, while Anne McShane noted
the general “nostalgia for the Labour
Party of old”.
For his part, Andrew Kirkland
thought that within the party there
was “not just a climate of fear, but of
terror”. There was now a list of things
that Labour members are not permitted
to discuss at branch meetings - no
wonder many think it safer to stick to
local initiatives.
Replying to the debate, comrade
Conrad said that, although no action
had been taken against left NEC
candidates, as was the case in the
previous elections, we should still
expect a stepping up of the witch-hunt.
This would not only be directed against
supporters of Palestine solidarity and
anti-Zionists, but against denialists,
soft-left Corbyn defenders or anyone
who dares voice a critical opinion l
peter.manson@weeklyworker.co.uk
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American crisis mounts
The current fraught situation highlights the huge breakdown that is in the offing,
argues Daniel Lazare

Battle of Franklin, Tennessee 1864

L

ike a slow-motion train wreck,
the Trump crisis is finally
approaching a head-on collision.
Last Saturday’s ‘Million MAGA
March’ was a turning point, in which
hundreds of Proud Boys, ThreePercenters, ‘Groypers’ and other
fascist groups converged on downtown
Washington and attacked leftists and
Black Lives Matter supporters.
Trump egged the ultra-rightists on
by waving from his limousine, as he
drove off to play golf and then blaming
leftists for the ensuing violence:
“ANTIFA SCUM ran for the hills
today they tried attacking the people at
the Trump Rally, because those people
aggressively fought back,” he tweeted.
“Antifa waited until tonight, when
99% were gone, to attack innocent
#MAGA People. DC Police, get going
- do your job and don’t hold back!!!”
But it was not the left that was
responsible, but ultra-right streetfighters who tore down BLM signs,
chanted “Fuck Antifa” and “Commies
go home” and pummelled any and all
counter-protesters within reach. “At a
typical Trump rally, half the people who
show up are militia, Boogaloo boys,”
said journalist Zach D Roberts, who has
been photographing rightwing protests
for close to 20 years.1 But, rather than
cheering from the sidelines, far-right
forces this time took the lead. A video
of a phalanx of rightwing brawlers
rampaging down a Washington avenue
went viral on social media.2 So did a
video showing them stomping on a
leftist who had fallen to the ground.3
Many Proud Boys wore T-shirts with
the slogan, “Stand Back, Stand By” - a
reference to Trump’s statement at his
September 29 debate with Joe Biden
that they should “stand back and stand
by” because “somebody’s got to do
something about Antifa and the left.”
Although the president tweeted a video
showing a leftist apparently suckerpunching a pro-Trump supporter, more
complete footage made it clear that it
was the latter who started the melee
and the counter-protestors who merely
fought back.4
“Antifa ends tonight,” tweeted
Proud Boys leader Enrique Tarrio,
as his forces went into action. “The
President needs to create a 7th branch
of the military,” he added on the
rightwing website Parler. “Department
of the Proud Boys. The DOD [ie, the
Pentagon] can pay us in beer. We’ll do

the rest for free.” It was an invitation
to a second beer-hall putsch - not
in Munich this time around, but in
Washington.

No-man’s-land

The escalation shows how America’s
long-running constitutional breakdown
is no longer confined to Congress or
the courts, but is instead spilling out
into the streets. Although the crisis
has been building for decades, the
latest stage began in July, when Trump
made it clear in an interview with
Rupert Murdoch’s Fox News that he
would challenge the election results in
November if he lost. Upping the ante
over the ensuing weeks, he repeatedly
declared that the vote was “rigged”
and millions of mail-in ballots were
clearly fraudulent. Hence, when mailins showed him losing by a larger and
larger margin in the days following
the November 3 election - the latest
figures show him behind by 5.6 million
popular votes, or 3.7% - he erupted in
fury, declaring that the election was
fixed and the tallies a lie.
“Rigged election!” Trump tweeted
two days prior to the Million MAGA
March. Biden may have won “in the
eyes of the FAKE NEWS MEDIA,”
he added the day after. “I concede
NOTHING! We have a long way to go.
This was a RIGGED ELECTION!”
Reports that Republicans have
begun peeling away from their
commander-in-chief have thus proved
meaningless.5 Not only is the party
holding firm for the most part, but the
gap between the two sides continues
to widen. Since Trump is obviously in
no mood for compromise, some sort
of rupture is in the works, although
when it will occur and what form it
will take is unknown. But there is no
doubt that the pace is accelerating, as
a series of crucial deadlines heaves
into view.
On December 8, for instance,
states must choose members of the
Electoral College to formally select
a new president. On December 14,
electors are supposed to meet in their
respective state capitols and cast their
votes. On January 6, both houses of
Congress are supposed to add up the
results, while on January 20 a new
chief executive is supposed to take
office. But the Republican strategy
is clear: by delaying the count and
perhaps dragging in the courts, the

goal is to snarl up the process, so that
it is left to Congress to sort it all out.
If so, the US will enter a no-man’sland, in which the usual procedures
fall by the wayside and constitutional
mechanisms that have lain dormant
for centuries suddenly spring to
life. Language in both article II
of the US constitution, adopted in
1787-88, and the 12th amendment,
adopted in 1804, suggests that voters
do not have the final say and that
Republican-controlled legislatures in
Pennsylvania and other states have
full power to overturn the popular
vote and appoint electors committed
to Trump instead. The language is
“shockingly ambiguous”, one legal
scholar notes.6 But the bottom line is
that Congress has whatever leeway
it needs to accept or reject stateappointed electors at will.
All of which is profoundly
upsetting in a country in which people
have gotten used to electing presidents
themselves rather than leaving it to
others to do it for them. What is worse
is that the 12th amendment stipulates
that, if the election reaches the House
of Representatives, members may
not vote individually, but must vote
by state - a requirement that would
provide Trump with a key advantage,
since Republicans control 26 out of
50 state delegations despite being in
the minority overall.
The result would be another stolen
election à la 2000 or 2016, since 40
million voters in an overwhelmingly
pro-Democratic state like California
would have the same clout as
579,000 voters in Republicanleaning Wyoming or 762,000 in proRepublican North Dakota. But, since
the constitution says it, the Democrats
would have no way of saying no,
because the constitution, according to
article VI, is “the supreme law of the
land”. To be sure, the preamble says
it is “we the people” who created the
constitution in the first place, in order
to form a more perfect union, establish
justice and so on. But the clause has
long since fallen into desuetude, with
the result that it is now the constitution
that determines and the people who
do as they are told.

Gerrymandering

Why is this all happening now?
Ultimately, the great American
breakdown is a reflection of a larger

capitalist crisis. Profit margins have
been sliding since the 1970s and have
dipped even more strikingly since the
financial crises of the late 1990s and
2008. Covid-19 has added another
blow by sending the system into the
worst crisis since the 1930s.
But capitalism is not merely a
matter of economics. Rather, it is a
multi-dimensional system that rests on
a dense network of political structures
- all under strain, as the underlying
crisis grows. The United Kingdom the polity that gave the world classic
liberalism and the industrial revolution
- is coming apart at the seams thanks
to Brexit, while centrifugal forces
continue to tug at what is left of
the European Union. Nato - the
organisation that has cemented
together the western capitalist powers
for more than seven decades - is under
increasing strain, thanks to military
tensions between Turkey, Greece and
other members as well.
And so on. But it is in the United
States where the crisis is most acute,
due to a pre-modern constitution that
is growing more and more rigid and
out of date. Curious 18th-century
constitutional clauses are no longer
possible to ignore, as the minority
dictatorship they impose grows more
and more suffocating. The Electoral
College, for instance, triples the clout
of thinly-populated rural states that
are largely white, rural, pro-gun and
conservative. The Senate allows the
46% of the country that lives in 40
states to outvote a 54% majority that
lives in just 10. Given that the top 10
also have 57% more minorities per
capita than the bottom 40, the system
is growing more racist as well. While
the House is supposedly the more
democratic branch, in reality it is a
lopsided mess, thanks to rampant
gerrymandering at the state level.
It consistently provides Republicans
with a built-in advantage of up to four
percent.
After winning the popular vote in
seven of the last eight presidential
elections, Democrats have clearly
emerged as the popular party. Yet
they are consistently cheated, when
it comes to divvying up political
power. This does not make them any
less reprehensible, since they are just
as imperialistic as the Republicans
- if not more so. But the effect is
to short-change voters at large by
denying them an equal say in their
own government.
While no-one knows where all
this is leading, one thing that is clear
is that any attempt to override the
popular vote will lead to civil war.
This is not an exaggeration. With
memories of two stolen elections still
fresh, a third such theft will cause an
explosion. It will cause pro- and antiTrump forces to go at one another
hammer and tongs - not on the op-ed
pages, but in the streets. It would be a
repeat of the Million MAGA March,
but on a grander scale. If the German
breakdown was the big story of the
1930s, the American breakdown will
be an even bigger one in 2020s l

Notes
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What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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High drama at No10
The departure of Cummings and Cain was about far more than personalities, says James Harvey

E

ven by the disordered standards
of Boris Johnson’s government,
last week in Downing Street has
been more than unusually chaotic.
The very public departure of two key
back-room advisors (one, in the shape
of Dominic Cummings, thought to
be the real éminence grise at No10),
combined with the frenzied media
speculation and briefings from rival
camps in the last few days, has only
added to the comic opera. While the
whole circus surrounding the removal
of Cummings and Lee Cain has
engendered acres of newsprint and
provided the raw material of satire
for years to come, do these events
have any wider political significance
amidst the many serious crises now
piling up for Boris Johnson?

The initial reports focused on
how the manoeuvres of courtiers at
the court of Boris had successfully
ousted Rasputin Cummings.1 In
a scenario that could have come
straight out of the Victorian political
novels of Anthony Trollope, the
emphasis was on the character
weaknesses of the prime minister
and the struggle amongst his
advisors to control him. This
personal and political power
struggle within No10 was given an
added frisson by the gender of the
dramatis personae: three leading
ladies - Carrie Symonds, Allegra
Stratton and Munira Mirza - were
widely reported to have blocked the
appointment of Cain as chief of staff,
forcing Cummings’ resignation the
next day.2 The issues at stake were
said to be the aggressive, blokey
culture of the former ‘Vote Leave’
team that surrounded Johnson and
their failure to prove competent
in governing, as opposed to
campaigning, during a moment of
national crisis.3
The intervention of Symonds
(Johnson’s partner and a former
director of communications for the
Tories), Stratton (Johnson’s new
press secretary) and Mirza (head of
the No10 Policy Unit) was variously
characterised as “the rise of petticoat
government” or a “softening of
government” to make it more
“female-friendly”.4 However, with
senior Tory cabinet members, such
as Michael Gove, Rishi Sunak and
Priti Patel, also said to be fishing
in these waters, this soap opera
at the top of the government was
much more than a clash of styles
and cultures - or even the playing
out of old-fashioned personal,
political ambition.5 This is because
these seemingly domestic dramas in
Downing Street are closely related
to much wider questions of high
politics and the future direction of
Johnson’s government.
Both in the immediate and
the longer term the shape of the
government’s policy will be
determined by the two inter-related
issues of Brexit and the future
pattern of Anglo-American relations
following the election of Joe Biden.
Whilst Biden will continue to focus
on the containment of China and the

continue to hope that this is the case.18

Mad mullahs of hard Brexit

stabilisation of American interests
in the Middle East, the defeat of
Trump will produce a pivot back
towards the European Union and the
strengthening of that relationship
as a bulwark against Russia to its
east. In the broader international
context, the Berlin-Paris axis will
assume a much greater importance
for the United States, as it attempts
to maintain its hegemonic status in
the face of the Chinese political and
economic challenge.6
Britain will, of course, still have
an important role to play as a junior
political and military partner for
an America trying to strengthen
its leadership of ‘the free world’,
but the role will be rather different
than that envisaged by Johnson
and his Brexiteer friends when
Trump seemed assured of a second
term.7 The ‘special relationship’
will, of course, endure, but it will
be reconfigured in the light of this
renewed emphasis on the European
Union. Initial indications are that
Biden will use the considerable
leverage the United States has
over Britain to ensure that a close
and stable future relationship is
negotiated between the UK and
the EU.8 Consequently, Biden’s
comments on protecting the Good
Friday agreement and preventing
a hard border “on the island of
Ireland” should be seen in this
light rather than as a product of any
residual Irish-American hostility to
Britain.9
To give Johnson his due, he
soon realised that the wind had
changed and that dreams of a
Brexit Britain joining up with the
other ‘English-speaking peoples’
in a new Anglosphere had ended
with Trump’s defeat. He was quick
off the mark and was one of the
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first world leaders (ahead of Irish
taoiseach Micheál Martin anyway)
to talk on the phone to the presidentelect.10

EU negotiations

Alongside this American pressure
for the least disruptive form of
Brexit, whether on the Irish border
or elsewhere, Johnson is also in
something of a bind, given the
current state of negotiations with the
EU.11 With just over 40 days to go,
important sticking points remain, and
pressure is mounting on Britain to
make last-minute concessions on both
substantive and politically symbolic
issues, such as fishing, state-aid rules
and future processes of adjudication.12
With speculation mounting that a
deal might be reached in the next 10
days, the possibility of a climbdown
by Johnson’s government seems to be
growing, albeit with some face-saving
concessions by the EU on fishing
quotas.13
This is where last week’s dramas
impact on the likely shape and political
implications of the final trade deal.
As the Financial Times commented,
the departure of Cummings and Cain
“simultaneously eases and complicates
Downing Street’s calculus”.14 On
the face of it Johnson’s “purge of the
Brexiteers”, as The Times described
it, seems a dangerous strategy.15 It
risks unsettling the more hard-line
backbench Tory MPs and exposes
Johnson to charges of betrayal from
Nigel Farage and the far right.16 Given
that Dominic Cummings is credited
with devising the slogan, ‘Get Brexit
done’, along with the successful Tory
strategy targeted at the so-called ‘red
wall’ seats, the charge that a U-turn
is being prepared does seem to carry
some weight.17 Certainly many EU
political leaders and negotiators

However, Johnson is not only
navigating between the demands of the
US and the EU: he also has to pay some
attention to his political base at home. In
the aftermath of Cummings’ and Cain’s
departure a series of ministers and
commentators were pressed into service
to simultaneously assure Tory supporters
that Brexit was safe in their hands, whilst
at the same time promising ‘blue wall’
MPs they would not be abandoned, as
Johnson ‘resets’ his government.19 This
coincided with a warning from Nick
Timothy, a former advisor to Theresa
May, that “Tory infighting was over
much more than Dominic Cummings”:
he suggested that the party’s “very
future is at stake” if Johnson betrays the
“voters who made him prime minister”.20
The voters that Timothy sees as holding
the key to the Tory future are not to be
found at “dinner parties in Islington
and Notting Hill”, but reflect instead
“provincial normality” and seek a party
“dependable enough to champion the
values and interests of ordinary working
people”.
In their various ways Johnson,
Timothy and Cummings all believe
that they can appeal to that “provincial”
electorate and offer strategies for
maintaining and renewing the electoral
coalition that brought Johnson to
office last December. At the core of
that electoral success was the slogan
of ‘Get Brexit done’, combined with
promises of ‘levelling up’ those ‘left
behind’, and appeals to solidarity and
national identity. However, in the face
of the Covid crisis and a deepening
economic depression, that coalition
is now coming under severe strain.
During the Brexit referendum campaign
Johnson’s opportunism was a brilliant
success in capturing the Conservative
Party and turning it against the interests
of the dominant sections of British
capitalism. His charlatan showmanship
and boosterism likewise continued to
prove effective in winning an election
against Jeremy Corbyn. But the ‘hard
work of government’ during the last year
has proved too much for Boris Johnson:
the twin crises of Covid and Brexit
have brutally exposed both Johnson’s
personal weaknesses and the hollowness
at the heart of his politics.
However, the high drama in
Downing Street last week has revealed
something much more fundamental
about the strategic direction of the
British state than Johnson’s feet of clay.
The chaos at the heart of government
revealed by the dismissal of Cummings

and Cain, the divisions within the
cabinet over the Brexit negotiations
and the failed gamble on the enduring
appeal of Trumpism all point to a serious
political vacuum and an inner crisis of
confidence and direction within the
traditional party of British capitalism.
In his buffoonish way Boris Johnson
is a genuine world-historical figure combining both tragedy and farce, as he
tries unsuccessfully to grapple with the
multiple political and economic crises
facing his system l
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